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ABSTRACT

ON THE SIMULATED INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SURFACE PLASMONS

AND BURIED TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON GASES

By

Collin S. Meierbachtol

The surface waves associated with Surface Plasmons (SPs) were derived for one-

dimensional electromagnetic scattering. In particular, the surface wave amplitudes

stemming from the excitation of SPs in the often-cited Kretschmann—Raether system

are provided. Furthermore, standing surface waves introduced via binary gratings

were also derived using the Rigorous Coupled-Wave Analysis (RCWA). These electric

fields were then simulated at optical and far infrared frequencies via MATLAB. An

AlGaN/GaN HEMT was simulated under standard operating variables using the

Silvaco ATLAS software package. The formation of a Two-Dimensional Electron Gas

(2DEG) layer resulted in a roughly 5nm deep region of free carriers, with a complex

permittivity determined citing the phenomenological fluid model of the effective mass

equation. Many-layered electromagnetic scattering was then performed including the

presence of the AlGaN/GaN HEMT under nominal SP excitation conditions. Various

combinations of real and lossy permittivity layers were then analyzed for maximum

electric field amplitude within the 2DEG layer. Even in the presence of multiple

lossy media, the electric fields within the 2DEG layer were often significant when

compared to that of the incident electromagnetic radiation. The exploitation of these

interactions between the SP and 2DEG electric fields could lead to the development

of novel sensors and high frequency optoelectronic devices.
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PREFACE

The original goal at the onset of this research project was to improve the overall

throughput of Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) based biosensors. Although origi-

nally proposed more than twenty years ago and utilized widely in the pharmaceutical

industry since their inception, the simple physics of these systems have changed very

little over the years. Moreover, few improvements have been developed regardless of

engineering, physics, and Optics breakthroughs during this same time.

Several lengthy discussions regarding the sensing capabilities of present SPR sen-

sor arrays, along with their limitations, followed. Before long, it was well understood

that a more in—depth knowledge of the fields associated with surface plasmons (SPs)

was required before moving onto the solid state applications. This set the premise for

the first several chapters of this thesis.

Returning to the physical applications side, the idea of placing a transistor on

the back of an SPR-based biosensor was proposed. The advantage of this configura-

tion is it avoids the indirect measurement of reflection data, and at the same time

allows for the decrease in size of the device. Thus, a solid state device was introduced

as a data collection mechanism. Familiarity with high electron mobility transistors

(HEMTs) led to its inclusion in the device strategy. However, although familiarity

with HEMTs with regards to semiconductor physics and engineering was well under-

stood, the interactions between the SP3 and HEMTs via electromagnetic fields has

been relatively untouched in the scientific field, save the pioneering work by Hashim,

et. a1. and several others [2, 3] conducted over the past decade. Many these articles

either pertain to the interactions produced by interdigitated slow waves, terahertz

(THz) radiation, or so-called plasmons as related to the 2DEG region. Therefore, in

an effort to bridge the gap between the two disciplines and these inherently similar

phenomena, this work will primarily explore the interactions fields produced by to SPs

iv



for wavelengths within the optical region. However, in order to stay consistent with

the referenced material, wavelengths within the far infrared will also be addressed in

the later chapters.
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Chapter 1

An Introduction to Surface

Plasmons

Surface Plasmons (SPs) have proven to play a vital role in academia and industry

within the past century. Their presence has been demonstrated to improve the trans-

mission of electromagnetic fields across complex systems, and provide a critical link

to the real—time analysis of biological and molecular interactions. However, their dis-

semination has proven rather limited, as their presence is often known only within

these small academic subcultures. Therefore, an introduction to SP3 is provided in

the following chapter. A history of SPs in the academic field is first presented, fol-

' lowed by their applications in the pharmaceutical industry. Finally, the present state

of plasmonic devices is visited in brief.

1.1 Plasmons, Plasmas, and Polaritons

A complete disambiguation of plasmonic terms is first presented as a courtesy to the

reader. Over the past several decades, many different, albeit related, plasmon phe-

nomena have been coined under the same cloud of ambiguity. A list of such likely

terms may include surface plasmons, surface polaritons, surface plasmon polaritons,

1



surface plasmon resonance, two-dimensional electron gases, and so on. Before pro—

ceeding, these terms must be consistently defined as to avoid such hazy language

here.

Plasmons are defined as quanta of plasma, or free charge, oscillations. These

can be thought of as an extension of similar oscillatory phenomena due to light and

sound waves, or photons and phonons, respectively. The energy associated with any

one plasmon quanta is approximated using the free electron model [4] in metals as

47m 2
E = hwp = h maggo— (1.1)

where h = h/27r, It being Planck’s Constant, n is the electron density in dimensions

of per volume, q is the electron unit charge, m0 is the rest mass of an electron, and

60 is the permittivity of free space. A quick calculation shows these energy quanta

are often on the order of tens of electron-volts within any real metallic material.

Surface Plasmons (SPs) are defined as coherent oscillations of free charge, or

plasmons, bound to the interface separating two adjacent media comprising a metal

and a dielectric. To some extent, SPs are present in all wave interactions across an

interfacial boundary for complex transmitted wavevectors involving a metal layer.

However, their coherent wave intensity is in most cases negligible within the far-field

regime. This is due to their evanescent nature in both the longitudinal and tangential

. directions with respect to the interface.

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) is a unique wavenumber matching condition

that results in low, or zero-, reflectance above the critical angle. This occurs whenever

the incident wave is completely coupled to the SPs, often described physically as the

complete absorption of the incident field into the bounded layers. Coincidentally, this

resonance condition often corresponds to an enhanced transmitted wave magnitude.

A more detailed derivation of this wavenumber matching relationship will be provided



later on.

Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs) are the aptly named polarized oscillations

of SPs. Polaritons in general are often defined as a pair of positive and negative

states, be these atoms, electron-hole pairs, or even entire molecules. For example, in

solid-state engineering, a polariton is defined as a coupled electron-hole pair and an

incremental lattice vibration, or phonon. In academia and supported literature, it is

often the case that SPs and SPPs are used interchangeably to describe the coherent

oscillation of free charge. In an effort to avoid confusion, such free charge oscillations

will be henceforth referred to as SPs.

With the ambiguity related to plasmons addressed, the discussion of SPs can

proceed uninhibited. This discussion will begin with a short history of their discovery

and development.

1.2 History of Surface Plasmons

The first scholarly record outlining what would later be called SP8 is attributed to

RW. Wood in 1902 at Johns Hopkins University [5] . His work described in detail the

illumination intensity recorded when shining monochromatic light upon a diffraction

grating at various incident angles. This work also made note to great detail the

dramatic drop in transmitted light over a small change in incident angle. Although

Wood had no idea at the time that this dramatic drop of transmitted light intensity

was due to SP3, his article did mark the beginning of the SP research era.

The term surface plasmon itself dates to 1957 in a Physical Review article pub-

lished by RH. Ritchie on the plasma loss associated with fast electrons [6]. This work

was originally based on the theories of electron interactions pioneered by Bohm and

Pines five years earlier in a trio of Physical Review articles dealing with the ”collec-

tive plasma-oscillations” of electron gases in thin metal films [7—9]. These theories of



oscillating free charges confined to an interface would finally give way to the collective

theory of plasmons through experimental verification by Watanabe in 1956 [10].

Meanwhile, the first experimental observance of SPR occurred in 1959, when T.

Turbadar at the University of Damascus observed unusually low reflectance from thin

metal films at oblique incident angles [11]. Seeking only experimental verification of

the metallic thin film reflection theory outlined two years earlier by F. Abeles [12],

Turbadar realized that at certain oblique angles, the measured reflectance dropped

dramatically. In fact, as it turned out this phenomenon was also predicted by Abeles’

theoretical work. However, unlike Woods, Turbadar was using only planar (one-

dimensional) metallic thin films. Turbadar correctly concluded, although could not

verify, that this drastic decrease in reflectance was due to the wave energy simply

being absorbed by the metal. It was not until some nine years later that Andreas

Otto correctly identified and experimentally verified the zero reflection phenomenon

that Turbadar had reported.

Otto’s findings were published in his 1968 paper on non-radiative Surface Plasma

Waves (SPWs) [13]. Using a total internal reflection system shown in Figure 1.1 with

a prism coupler suspended above a bulk metallic layer, Otto systematically excited

these SPWs on smooth surfaces of silver films using TMy polarization. In fact, it was

this experimental setup for which Otto is most commonly known today. It has become

one of the two most commonly referenced experimental SP articles and systems.

 

 

 
Figure 1.1: The Otto configuration for enhanced SP excitation.



Note in the figure that the metal layer (M) is assumed as a semi-infinite thick slab

and is separated from the higher permittivity layer by a thin dielectric slab (S). The

location of the SP3 is denoted by the alternating plus (+) and minus (-) signs on the

interface separating the M and S layers. The necessary condition for total internal

reflection of (up) > (n3) must be met to produce these SPs at real oblique incidence.

Moreover, this top layer is often a type of glass with a refractive index of roughly 1.5

while the dielectric layer (S) is vacuum or air, with close to unity refractive index.

The standard notation of TM polarization with respect to the y-axis is adopted

from here on out, in accordance with the standard literature [14]. More information

pertaining to polarization will be presented in the proceeding chapters.

In that same year, Heinz Raether and Erik Kretschmann proposed a similar config-

uration for launching SPs. However, their setup, later referred to as the Kretschmann-

Raether Configuration shown in Figure 1.2, assumed that the metal was the thin layer,

while the dielectric was now assumed to be of semi-infinite thickness [15].

 

  
Figure 1.2: The Kretschmann-Raether Configuration for enhanced SP excitation

This assumption of a thin metallic layer [4] was more applicable with the sputtering

technologies available at the time, which is still the case today. It also allows for the

direct observation of the transmitted SPs, which would otherwise be shielded from

view by the semi-finite metallic layer and the incident wave in the Otto Configuration.

This turned out to be a main advantage over the Otto Configuration with the birth

of the Scanning Near-Field Optical Microscopy (SNOM) over the next decades.
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With the demonstration of the Otto and Kretschmann—Raether Configurations,

the proven theoretical work on the electromagnetics of thin film layers put forth by

Abeles, and the understanding of SPs now in place, various and extensive research of

SPs could now be conducted.

1.3 SP-Based Biosensors

A brief introduction on SPR sensors follows. This will include sections on the el-

ementary device physics, current SPR analysis technology, and its advantages and

limitations.

SPR-based biosensors have been available to the biomedical and pharmaceutical

industries ever since Biacore AB introduced BIAcore SPR—the world’s first SPR-based

analytical instrument for studying biomolecular interactions—in 1990 [16].

These sensors are primarily used to monitor protein-protein interactions in real-

time, a major breakthrough in the development of pharmaceutical industry. Although

a breakthrough in its own right, the BIAcore SPR boasted a key distinguishing ad-

vantage over various other analysis equipment; its remarkable sensitivity to drug

interactions. For instance, BIAcore SPR sensors have reported real—time interaction

sensitivities as low as 10 ng/ml of staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) in foods, and

even 0.02 ppb of Chlorampenicol in poultry and dairy products [17, 18]. Of course

in all actuality, this sensitivity is not based on the protein-protein interactions them-

selves, but in the minute changes in the refractive index of the sensing layer.

Another distinct advantage of SPR-based sensors is their real-time presentation

of results. For instance, the BIAcore SPR, along with corresponding software, can

display the real-time binding kinetics of interactions visually in plot form. This

was a marked improvement upon traditional sensors that provided only quantifiable

information at the conclusion of the analysis period. The interaction data are often



displayed as changes in refractance units (RU) [19]. These RUs are defined by Biacore

as one one-millionth of a Refractive Index Unit (RIU), whereas RIU is the ratio of

change in reflectance per a change in refractive index of the underlayer (i.e. dielectric

layer). Mathematically, this becomes [20]

RU = 113—[6Q = %% (1.2)

where (SR is the change in reflectance per some change in the refractive index 6n

of the dielectric layer adjacent to the thin metal film. Note this intense sensitivity

presented in Equation (1.1). Since reflectance is simply a measure of the ratio of

scattered field to incident, it has a range extending from zero to unity with no units.

Likewise, the refractive index of any material is unit less and related to the speed of

light passing through that material. Refractive indices of common materials range

from one up to 2.4, which is roughly the refractive index of diamond [21]. Therefore,

with normal Operation ranges in rates of 1000 RU/min during the initial association

phase of the analysis and -100 RU/min during dislocation, it is easy to see why such

SPR biosensors are heralded for their sensitivity to surface kinematics [20].

Further advantages of such sensors include their reusability and their non-volatile

nature. That is, their use of gold as the primary thin film metal avoids any unwanted

chemical reactions that may cause unwanted damage to the applied proteins or skewed

data because of these reactions. Other usable sensing parameters include bonding

affinity, association and disassociation time constants, and percentage of bonding.

First and foremost, this entire process hinges on the extreme sensitivity and repro—

ducibility of reflectance data for any given protein application. Moreover, acquisition

period must undergo extensive calibration procedures in order to record the particular

reflectance data that will be used in future measurements.

However, these points aside, there are several distinct disadvantages so SPR base



biosensors. First and foremost, SPR biosensors have low throughput. Throughput is

an engineering term defined as a measure of the the amount of data that a system

can analyze or transmit over a given time interval. To the reader, it may appear

that current SPR biosensors would lend themselves to analyzing billions of individual

proteins at a time. This argument is based on each protein occupying a cross sectional

area of hundreds of nanometers on a side.

To a point, this is true—the analyzed proteins do in fact occupy cross sectional

areas within this characteristic size. However, protein bonding sites are rarely probed

individually. That is, it is extremely difficult, albeit nearly impossible, to focus light

through an aperture of 100nm radius and emit any usable light out the other side.

Instead, the ever-so-critical reflectance measurement is often performed over the nu-

merous samples as a whole. In other words, any given reflectance measurement is

only a record of the average reflectance from the entire sample region.

Although this would appear to cut down on the analysis run time and lead to a

much more precise measurement, it in fact leads to the opposite. Scanning across

many sites requires a much longer run time in order to correctly reach an overall

sample average. Moreover, it reduces the interactions of thousands of bonding sites

to a single data point. This also introduces unwanted noise into the measurements,

as the protein-gold bonds are often anything but uniform.

To improve their product in light of these effects, in 2000 Biacore AB introduced

the Flexchip; an SPR sensor array containing 400 individually measured protein-

protein interaction sites. Each one of these mentioned sites can be monitored indi-

vidually in real time [22].

Although heralded as a tremendous breakthrough upon its introduction, the prob-

lem with low throughput still remains a key hurdle in the development of SPR sensing

technology. Remember, the spatial location of proteins is only one part of the prob-

lem; the other is the time it takes to perform accurate measurements. The Flexchip

 



quotes analysis periods of roughly 10 minutes [23]. Although the Flexchip does in-

crease the spatial throughput of the system, it does little to decrease the analysis run

time. In order to increase the run time throughput as a whole, the analysis period

would have to be shortened drastically. This is presently not possible with the current

Flexchip technology.

Since their introduction to the biosensing industry in 1990, SPR-based biosensors

have changed very little in regards to their underlying physics. Thus, it remains

paramount that research continues in the SPR biosensing field in order to increase

its throughput and remain a volatile choice for the biosensing industry.

1.4 Plasmonic Devices

SP-based sensors are not limited to the biomedical and pharmaceutical industries.

Their applications have included the detection of vapors and thin film characterization

[24]. Several patents have also recently been awarded involving various SPR sensors

[25]. In fact, one such patent involved an SPR sensor that actually sensed the SPR

phenomenon itself [26].

Recently, SPs have been introduced within the solid state and optical engineer-

ing fields to enhance the photoluminescence of various wide-bandgap Lasers [27—29].

Various other improved performance parameters have also been attributed to the pre-

sense of SPs [30,31]. Finally, the sensor applications for Terahertz radiation has been

explored in the past decade [1, 2, 32, 33]. However, many of these cited articles report

merely experimental findings. The following chapters will attempt to bridge the gap

between electromagnetic and solid state engineering involved in the introduction of

the field associated with SPs into semiconductor devices.



Chapter 2

Maxwell’s Equations, Waves, and

Polarization

Before the interactions between SP8 and two-dimensional electron gases may be ex-

plored, they must first be separately well-defined and theoretically explored. This

chapter will provide an elementary introduction of Maxwell’s Equations, plane waves,

and polarization. Finally, a brief section addressing the polarization requirements in

order to produce SPs will be discussed.

2.1 Maxwell’s Equations

As is the case with most electromagnetic theory systems, Maxwell’s Equations mark

the beginning point of the discussion. Admittedly, it is a bit disingenuous to coin the

following series of expressions as Maxwell’s Equations, for Maxwell’s only contribution

to this set was a single term in a single equation. Nevertheless, as it is standard

practice, the following expressions are presented as the point form time-harmonic,

or frequency domain, Maxwell’s Equations in the absense of magnetic charge and

current [34].

V-5 = pe (2.1)
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v-B = 0 (2.2)

VXE .—. —ij (2.3)

VxH = Je + ij (2.4)

In Equations 2.1-2.4, D is defined as the electric flux density, pe is the electric charge

density, B is the magnetic flux density, E is the electric field, If is the magnetic

field, and .173 is the electric current density. As stated previously, it will be assumed

henceforth that no magnetic charge, nor magnetic current, are present (as is the case

with most real world systems). The inclusion of these quantities adds extra terms to

the above relations and are presented elsewhere [35]. Assuming isotropic media with

regards to magnetization and polarization, the relationships between field intensities

and flux densities can be further defined as

—o

D 2 6E (2.5)

a
t

B = [1. (2.6)

where e and p are the total permittivity and permeability within each medium. These

two values are often defined as the product of their respective values for free space

and their relative counterparts. Thus, the total permittivity is often recorded as

e = creo (2.7)

and for the permeability

it = #rHO (2-8)

where er is the relative permittivity of the medium and 60 is the permittivity of free

space. The relative permeability is [17, while no is permeability of free space.

The previous equations are all presented in the frequency domain. Without loss
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of generality, corresponding equations are available in the time domain. Likewise, the

integral form of Maxwell’s Equations in both the time and frequency domains are

also available, but are not discussed here.

2.2 Plane Waves

With Maxwell’s Equations clearly defined, their application to physical systems may

now be discussed. The solutions to Maxwell’s Equations may take on many forms;

dipole sources, sheet currents, and circular polarized prOpagating fields are just a few

of these solutions to name a few. The following incident fields to be discussed from

now on will all take on the form of plane waves with wavevector If, and frequency w,

as given within the rectangular spatial coordinate system.

Plane waves are spectral solutions to the wave equation. These waves also de-

scribe the extreme far-field realization of most point and local field sources. This

phenomenon is often referred to as the Sommerfeld Radiation Condition, which in

turn poses that the fields radiated from any source must tend toward resembling plane

waves as the distance from the source approaches infinity [37]. Plane waves are some

of the most applicable, yet simplistic field representations available.

The derivation of such field solutions is quite simple. Without loss of generality,

the solution for the electric field intensity will be presented. However, a similar

solution exists in the same form for the magnetic field. In fact, it will be obvious

that this magnetic field solution is often more applicable in the TMy polarization

required.

With Maxwell’s Equations defined in point form within the frequency domain as

above, the curl of Equation 2.3 can be performed once more. Moreover, inserting

Equation 2.4 into the new expression results in the following

V x V x E = —w2u€E (2.9)
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where the vector current density, Je, has been assumed to be negligible. Equation

2.9 may be rewritten as

V x V x E+w2ueE = 0 (2.10)

Replacing the coefficient in front of the single vector electric field term with the

wavevector, kn, for any given medium denoted with relative permittivity 677,, is defined

by

kn =w\/,uTn= %M (2.11)

where c is the speed of light given by c = l/JE. Equation 2.10 now becomes

VxVxE+k2E=O (2.12)

Equation 2.12 is a linear, second-order differential equation in terms of E, with its

solutions taking the form

E = Ae—Jk ' 7‘ + Bejk ' 7" (2.13)

where A and B are scalar constants to be determined. Therefore, the solution takes

on the form of two plane waves, one travelling along 1:, and the other in the opposite

direction. In the absense of any change in relative permittivity in the medium through

which a plane may propagate, one of these terms is often dropped. This is due to

the fact that, without a change in permittivity, the wave will continue to propagate

uninhibited toward infinity.

To begin, a three-dimensional plane wave of linear polarization is assumed to be

propagating within some medium at an angular frequency, w. This wave may be

represented mathematically as

E" (f) = 17E0€_j(k.F_ wt) (2.14)
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where if is the polarization vector, E0 is the electric field magnitude or intensity, If is

the wavevector, and F is the vector spatial coordinate. This polarization vector will be

dealt with in the following section, but for now is spatially related to the polarization

angle. Written in terms of rectangular coordinates, the wavevector can be reduced to

its spatial components along each coordinate axis

13 = kxi + kyg) + kg (2.15)

where the 12,3}, and 2 are simply the unit vectors along the 22-, y-, and z-directions,

respectively. Moreover, the magnitude of the wavevector, known as the wavenumber,

is directly related to the wavelength by

[If] 2 2“ 2 16
T ( I )

where A denotes the wavelength of the electromagnetic field within the medium of

propagation. A similar relation also exists between the radial frequency of the wave,

w, and the frequency of the wave

w = 27rf (2.17)

where f is the frequency of the wave, always provided in units of Hertz, or cycles per

second.

Therefore, the plane wave electric field may be completely described by

E(:1:, y, z, t) = (uxf: + try?) + uzé)EOe_j(k$$ + kyy + kzz — Wt) (2.18)

Note that it could have been posited that the incident field was completely described

via a magnetic field with a similar linear polarization. Likewise, the reader will quickly

recognize that a magnetic field must accompany the above electric fields in order to

satisfy Maxwell’s Equations. This accompanying magnetic field intensity is calculated

I4



from the applicable Maxwellian Equations 2.3 and 2.4 as

'4

V x E = —jqu’-f (2.19)

Solving for the magnetic field intensity in terms of the electric field intensity yields

1? = —i—v x E’ (2.20)
was

Moreover, if the electric field intensity is the defining quantity as

-o

so: t) = fiEOe—j(k ' 7" - wt) (2.21)

then the corresponding magnetic field intensity is calculated via

mm) — J—V x E"(7=', t) (2.22)
— was

Note here the electromagnetic wave frequency, permeability, and permittivity of the

surrounding environment remain outside of the del-operator. This is standard prac-

tice when the physical properties of this medium remain spatially invariant. This is

assumed to be the case from here on, since this often models the behavior of real

world materials.

Thus, the above derivations highlight the inherent relation between magnetic and

electric fields associated with any propagating electromagnetic wave.

2.3 Polarization

The polarization of any such electromagnetic wave is defined as the lotus traced by the

electric field vector. Since this electric field vector may vary in time, the polarization

of the propagating wave may also vary in time. Such time-varying polarizations will
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not be discussed here, and are presented elsewhere [38].

Linear polarization is characterized by an electric field vector with constant phase

angle with respect to time. However, this does not require the magnitude of the

vector to be constant. The phase angle associated with linear polarization defines the

class of linear polarization for the wave. Two such classes, often referred to as TE

and TM polarization, will be used here to classify all plane waves incident upon a

boundary. Moreover, a time-varying superposition of the two can be used to represent

any such polarization state. However, only these two polarization states, or a linear

combination thereof, will be dealt with from here on out. In fact, the last section of

this chapter describes the necessary polarization condition to support SPs.

'Ifansverse Electric (TE) polarization is denoted by an electric field vector that

is oriented perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Also coined as E—polarization

or s-polarization, coming from the German word senkrecht meaning ”vertical”, this

polarization is often characterized by an electric field that lies parallel to the interfacial

boundaryrflane.

On the other hand, Transverse Magnetic (TM) polarization refers to an electric

field that is oriented parallel to the plane of incidence. TM polarization is sometimes

referred to as H-polarization or p—polarization, with its origins in the German word

parallele, an obvious english cognate meaning ”parallel”.

One realizes that for the special case of completely orthogonal incidence, the

electromagnetic wave may be defined by both TM and TE polarization. This special

case is coined as TEM polarization, since the electric field vectors defining TE and TM

polarizations becomes ambiguous. This case also results in an angle of incidence, 0,

of 0° as measured from the normal with respect to the interface. This is the standard

convention found in most scholarly references, and will continue to be referred to as

such.
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2.4 Plasmons and TM Polarization

The preceding section dealt with the polarization of free waves travelling through

space. However, this polarization becomes an important factor in the launching of

plasmons. It is often the case in many books and citing articles that the polarization

of SP5 is simply noted to require TM polarization. However, the discussion is often

left at that, with no further information provided.

As stated previously, SPs are essentially charged plasma quanta that have been

confined to the surface, or interface, of a particular medium. These plasma quanta are

simply electric charge volumes. Moreover, as will be proven in the following several

chapters, the fields associated with them must be evanescent, or decay, in both the

tangential and normal directions away from the interface. Since these charges are

electric in nature, the fields associated with them must also be electric, as opposed

to magnetic. Therefore, these charges must have electric fields associated with them

that vary in both the parallel and perpendicular directions away from the interface.

It is this fact that gives rise to a requirement for the polarization of such fields to be

transverse magnetic. It is only through TM polarization that these electric charges are

confined via an electric field to the surface of the medium, through the combination of

parallel and perpendicular electric fields associated with this surface. For this reason,

only TM polarization will be considered as the primary linear polarization state of

interest from here on out. Moreover, since only the transverse magnetic polarization

state will be discussed henceforth, the following derivations will be primarily carried

out for the associated magnetic fields, with the resulting electric fields calculated via

Equation 2.4.
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Chapter 3

Scattering in One-Dimension:

Two-Layer Systems

In the previous chapter, both TE and TM linear polarizations were discussed, with

the definition of each depending on the field orientations upon interacting with a

planar interface. This chapter will deal with such simple planar systems, confined to

vary spatially along a single vector. Out of simplicity, this will be assumed as the

z—axis. Moreover, a tendency to define the incident field impinging from the negative

z—region, or z < 0, will be assumed. Since the system varies only in the z-direction,

this leads to interfacial planes separating adjacent media lying parallel to the :r-y

plane.

An incident azimuthal angle of 0° will also be assumed unless otherwise noted,

transforming the three-dimensional real space into a two—dimensional real space. How-

ever, no information is lost from the original wave during this transformation. More-

over, it can be shown that, for any wave incident from any azimuthal angle 45 with

respect to the x-axis upon a planar boundary, a coordinate axis rotation of the same

angle results in a similar two-dimensional system. Therefore, this alignment rota-

tion with the z—axis is justified as equivalent to a three-dimensional system with a

18



coordinate transformation.

3.1 Polarized Plane Waves

As stated in the previous chapter, the magnetic field vector describing any two-

dimensional electromagnetic wave above may be expressed in the general sense using

its wave vector, If, and the spatial vector, F within the first (incident) medium as

—o

—o

Hos, t) = fiHoe—j (k1 '77 — wt) (3.1)

with its corresponding electric fields expressed as

Ear, t) = ((71%) v x Ho: t) (3.2)

Since the system is now two-dimensional in the 35-2 plane, the y-dependence in the

exponential term vanishes. Moreover, the time-dependence of the electromagnetic

waves will be assumed in each of the following chapters, although not explicitly ex-

pressed during the following derivations. The above equation has been written with

a positive imaginary component. This is done to ensure the decaying nature of waves

associated with complex wavevectors when defined as the positive sum of imaginary

components.

Since the propagating wave is assumed to be TMy polarized, Equation 3.1 may

be rewritten as

HQ), 2) : HO e—j(k1$$ + klzz) (3.3)

0

where [cl :1: and k1z are the :r— and z-components of the incident field wavevector within

the first medium. These are often simplified to the spatial component representation
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related to the incident angle where 191$ = k1 sin 0, and 1‘12: = k1 cos 6, with Ikll

being the magnitude of the total wavevector in the first medium. However, this

representation becomes irrelevant when describing complex wavevectors, resulting in

complex transmission angles. Therefore, the :r— and 2-components of the wavevector

will remain in order to preserve the correct methodology in deriving reflection and

transmission coefficients later on.

The multiplying factor of H0 in front of the oscillating wave multiplies only the y-

direction, as determined by the polarization, with its magnitude being some constant

value, often quoted as unity. Thus, there is only a y-directed magnetic field, which is

expressed as

Hy(:1:,z) = Hoe—3.06115” + ”71225) (3.4)

Per previous derivations, the associated electric field may be expressed as

see) = (:1) v x If(a:, z) (3.5)
(4161

Since this magnetic field intensity is only represented in the y—direction, the resulting

electric field intensity becomes

1 ‘klz

E(x, z) = (Ed—q) 0 Hoe—30°11“: + klzz) (3.6)

kla:

It is immediately clear from Equations 3.4—3.6 that the corresponding electric field

intensity is always much larger than the electric field intensity, in the standard SI

units. This is primarily due to the fact that a relationship between the wavenumber

and frequency of the electromagnetic field are related by a factor of the speed of

light. Since this quantity is large, the difference in intensities between the magnetic

and electric fields is also large.
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The complete set of electric and magnetic fields intensities are now known. These

are provided in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Plane Wave Fields for TMy Polarization

 
Component Electric Field Magnetic Field

:2: (411’;) Hoe—M1133 + lg122) 0

37 0 Hoe—flight“: + klzz)

5 (51%;) Hoe—jacks“: + klzzl 0

3.2 Finite Width Beams

Before the derivation of the reflection and transmission coefficients can take place,

the topic of finite width beams will be addressed. Although plane waves do exist in

the real world, they are often confined to small areas during analysis. Moreover, this

is often the case for much theoretical work since for computational purposes, the area

of numerical simulation must remain relatively small.

The fact that plane waves are to be simulated, since they are a solution to

Maxwell’s Equations, requires the necessity of the finite beam to be composed of

plane waves. The standard Gaussian beam often quoted by many scholarly articles

and publications is in fact, non-physical. That is, a Gaussian beam in the sense of

a standard, normalized field intensity as related to the spatial domain does not itself

satisfy Maxwell’s Equations. This is due in part to the squared spatial coordinate

term within the exponential. Therefore, the use of such an incident beam will be

prohibited here.

However, this does allow for the Gaussian-weighted summation of plane waves,

as proposed by Tfan and Maradudin [39] and later referenced by Jandhyala [40,41].
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This method assumes a sufficient summation of plane waves, each incident from a

single angle. Yet, each of these plane waves undergoes a Gaussian weighting scheme

of their wavevectors, with the centralized wavevector having a weight of unity. A

brief derivation of this finite beam method is as follows.

Consider a TMy polarized plane wave incident upon a planar surface with zero

azimuthal approach angle, and tangential wavenumber km. The incident beam is

assumed to be incident from a centralized polar angel of 60. A The summation of a

Gaussian distribution of plane waves is now performed, each weighted with respect

to this central polar angle. Mathematically, the magnetic field representation can be

expressed as

k
2 1 .

H (513 Z) = 27TW Z e—j(kg;$ + [£7ij + kzZ)

y 1 L2

kg: = —k1 (3.7)

Xe—(Um: — 19,0)? + k3,)W2/2

 

where (“$0 is the centralized wavevector in the sic-direction, as given by the central

polar angle, 00, as previous. The z—component wavevector is nominally stepped in

constant increments proportional to the wavelength, K = 27r/A, where A is often on

the order of tens of wavelengths. Thus, the expression for the sis-direction wavenumber

is often written as

k$€{—k1,...,K,...,k1} (3.8)

Here, the centralized y-component wavenumber has been suppressed as denoted previ-

ously. Moreover, the y-component wavevector is calculated over the remaining range

in much the same way, only limited by the remainder available wavenumbers

kyE{— kf-k%,...,,/kf-k§} (3.9)

The final wavevector component, normal to the interface, is calculated as the remain-
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der of the available total wavenumber.

kz = {\/k% — k}, — kg} (3.10)

 

The corresponding electric field components are calculated in much the same way,

now with a multiplying coefficient necessary to maintain a field amplitude of unity at

the center of the beam intersection with the interface.

 

2 12 _ _ .

Elm-(x, z) = WW 2 __kz e J<k$$ + kyy + kzZ)

Xe—((kx — 1%)2 + k§)W2/2

 

k1
27rW2 k _- k k

Ez(£L‘, Z) 2 L2 2 —2—x——2‘€ ]( $117 + yy -I- kzz)

Xe—(ch — 19,0)2 + k§)W2/2

The fact that this finite width beam is composed of plane waves, which are inherently

defined over all space, leads to a periodic Gaussian distribution. That is, the finite

width of this system will repeat over every length, L. However, as long as the area of

simulation remains smaller than this width, the beam will appear to be completely

Gaussian.

A plot of a Gaussian-weighted sum of plane waves is provided in Figures 3.1 and

3.2. The centralized polar angle is set at 45°, and the beam is set to intersect the

origin with unity amplitude. Thus, the incident beam appears to have a Gaussian

weight, although it really is a summation of single plane waves. This finite beam will

be recalled periodically within the following chapter as necessary.

With the incident electric and magnetic fields now well defined, the following

sections will deal with the interactions of these TMy polarized fields with various
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Figure 3.1: Real cc-component of electric field for. Gaussian—weighted sum of plane

waves with maximum intensity of unity at the origin. Wave is assumed incident from

45° with wavelength 632.8nm.

 

xtum)

Figure 3.2: Real z-component of electric field for Gaussian—weighted sum of plane

waves with maximum intensity of unity at the origin. Wave is assumed incident from

45° with wavelength 632.8nm.
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boundaries. This will begin with the derivation of reflection and transmission coeffi-

cients for two adjacent regions of real permittivities, 61 and 62.

3.3 Reflection and Transmission

To begin, the simplest possible interactions will be explored. This involves investigat-

ing an electromagnetic field incident in one medium with permittivity 51 impinging

upon an adjacent medium of different permittivity, 62. For the time being, it is

assumed that both permittivities are completely real, as the derivation for complex

permittivities will follow later. An electromagnetic wave with magnetic field vector

aligned along the y-direction is now assumed incident on a planar interface separating

two unlike permittivity regions, separated by the x—y plane. This system is shown

in Figure 3.3. As with any quantum mechanical interactions, this electromagnetic

E

 t;
Figure 3.3: TMy polarized electromagnetic wave incident upon a two-layer planar

system with interface lying in the z-y plane.

wave will experience partial reflection and partial transmission through the bound-

ary. Moreover, it is known that the total reflected and transmitted wave energy
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associated with the boundary must remain equal to the incident beam energy. Thus,

the reflected and transmitted waves can be expressed mathematically as

Hinc = HR + HT (3.13)

where the magnetic field, Hincv takes the form of equation 3.1 as

fimya, z) = Hoe—Mum + klzz) (3.14)

Moreover, the magnetic fields within each medium can be expressed as the vector

sum of their respective components

H1 = Hgnc + H}; = 3) (Hoe-9.091373” + klzz) + HRe—j(k1x$ ‘ k1zz)) ( )

. 3.15

hi2 = H} = gHTe_9(k2r$ + kzzZ)

Since there is no variation of the physical system along the x- or y-axes, the electric

and magnetic fields lying in the z-y plane must be equal in magnitude, which means

H = H

13’ 23’ (3.16)

E13: = E22:

These fields can be written out at the z = 0 interface as

(3.17)

(E11) Hoe-177911;“: = (5%) Hoe-jk2xx
(1)61

From the Equation 3.16, the requirement that the adjacent tangential wavevectors

must be equal may be extrapolated. This follows directly from the condition of equal

wavevectors regardless of spatial tangential vector.

From the second part of Equation 3.16, plugging in for the first relationship results
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in the equation

k k
1111 = 7,221 (3.18)

Both of these expressions will prove vital later on during the derivation of the fields

produced by, and conditions necessary for, for the enhanced excitation of plasmons.

Returning to the reflection and transmission coefficients derivation, the tangen-

tial magnetic and electric field components within each of the regions may be set

equal to each other assuming real reflection and transmission coeflicients multiplying

magnitudes

Hoe—1km“? + rHOe—J'klzx = tHOe—J'kzmx

—k _ 'k _ -—k _ 'k —k _ 'k

(use , new)... (WP—HM 1..
(3.19)

which may be simplified to solve for the magnetic filed reflection and transmission

coefficients as

1+ 1‘ = t (3.20)

€2klz(1 + 7‘) = €1k2zt (3.21)

Solving Equations 3.20 and 3.21 for r and t yields

6 k —€ k

HHM-(W) H22

 

262,612 )

t = 3.23

TM (627912 +61792.2 ( )

where the z—component wavevectors can always be calculated using the following

identities along with Equation 2.11

kri = [Cl sin 01 (3.24)
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k3,. = k? — kg, (3.25)

in the absence of a y—directed wavenumber. Furthermore, the reflectance and trans-

mittance are often calculated to represent the total reflected and transmitted energy

across the boundary

It

Note that the first part of Equation 3.27 is only valid for real dielectric media interfaces

(in the absence of absorption). This equation will thus change when complex dielectric

materials are addressed.

Below are figures plotting the reflectance and transmittance for various ratios of

incident to transmitted layer permittivities ranging from 2 to 100 for an incident

wavelength matching a Helium-Neon Laser of 632.8 nm. From the previous reflected
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Figure 3.4: Reflectance Over All Incident Polar Angles for 61 = 1 and A = 632.8nm

for TM Polarization

and transmitted magnetic field quantities, the corresponding electric field vectors may
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Figure 3.5: Transmittance Over All Incident Polar Angles for 51 = 1 and A = 632.8nm

for TM Polarization

be derived. Again citing Maxwell’s Equations as provided before, the electric fields

within each medium can be calculated from their respective magnetic field vectors as

—k —' k k —' k —k7761121110 (8 1( 3333+ lzz)+,.TMe J( 11:50 1.22))

E16132) = () . (3.28)

k —' k k —' k —k

UgiHo (‘3 fl 3"“ 1*"“°“"CI‘MH J( “’3: 1%))

wez

Elia, z) = 0 (3.29)

k —' k + k
fiHO (tTMe .7( mm 2Zz))

where the subscripts on the electric field vector denote the region number, with one

representing the space 2 < 0 and two relating to z > 0. Moreover, the layer number

subscripts on the sit-component wavevectors have been dropped due to their equality

across boundaries as proven earlier.
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The reflection and transmission of electromagnetic waves is also apparent through

the use of the Gaussian weighted sum of plane waves. Below is a visual representation

of the z— and z—directed electric fields for a 632.8nm wavelength electromagnetic wave

whose angle of incidence is centered about 45°. The relative permittivities of the two

media are given by 61 = 1 and 62 = 2.

 

0

XII-tr")

Figure 3.6: Reflection and transmission of real z-cmponent electric field for Gaussian-

weighted Sum of Plane Waves for incident angle centered at 45°. 61 = 1 and A =

632.8nm for TM Polarization.

3.4 Total Internal Reflection

The previous electromagnetic derivations were all valid for systems with a plane

wave incident from a medium of lower relative permittivity to a medium of higher

permittivity. This results in a completely real transmission angle, 02, for any incident

angle within the real range (0°, 90°). However, the condition of a wave travelling from

a medium of higher permittivity to a lower one must also be dealt with. When this

is the case, various combinations of relative permittivities and incident angles result
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Figure 3.7: Reflection and transmission of real z—cmponent electric field for Gaussian-

weighted Sum of Plane Waves for incident angle centered at 45°. 61 = 1 and A =

632.8nm for TM Polarization.

in complex transmission angles. The transmitted field intensities will also become

complex. Thus, the field derivations under such conditions must be established.

Moreover, it is under these conditions in which SPs will be exist.

As with most electromagnetic derivations that start from Maxwell’s Equations,

the fields expressed are still valid under any circumstances. Therefore, for a TMy

polarized field propagating within a medium of higher permittivity than that post

transmission across the adjacent boundary, it still holds that the fields above and

below the interface must be equal. What follows will be the field derivations associated

with total internal reflection.

Total Internal Reflection occurs when the angle of incidence is greater than the

critical angle of the system. This can naturally occur for any system where the

incident wave travels from a region of higher relative permittivity to a region of lower

relative permittivity. The critical angle is defined as the incident angle resulting in a
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transmission angle of 90°. This is often stated citing Snell’s Law as [38]

so = sin—1 («3%) (3.30)

When the angle of incidence equals the critical angle of the system, the reflectance

takes on the value

c k —e k

W =1 3.31

(62 12+61 2z) ( )

since there is no normal wavevector component for the transmitted field in the second

region. Therefore, one would expect the transmission to equal zero, since the condition

of 1 + R = T must hold across any planar boundary. However, by inspection of

Equation 3.23, the transmission is determined to be not zero, but two.

This non-physical result hints at the interesting behavior of the fields under this

unique condition. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 demonstrate this phenomenon showing the real

and imaginary components of the transmittance for various ratios of permittivities

over all available angles of incidence. Thus, it is clear from the above figures that the

coherent transmittance of a plane wave is purely imaginary above the critical angle

during total internal reflection, leading to zero real transmittance. Of particular

interest is the transmitted field and its behavior within the second region.

3.5 Surface Waves

The preceding derivations dealt with angles of incidence equal to the critical angle

of the system. From these, it was determined that the transmitted energy across the

interface was imaginary, and resulted in a transmitted wave with magnitude equal to

the two. However, the transmitted field is also of interest when the angle of incidence

is greater than the critical angle.

For angles of incidence greater than the critical angle, one would expect the trans-
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Figure 3.8: Real component of Transmittance Over All Incident Polar Angles for

q = 1 and A = 632.8nm for TM Polarization
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mitted field to again result in a surface wave with real field magnitude at the interface

and vanishing any finite distance away. However, this is not the case. When the angle

of incidence is greater than the critical angle, the calculated z-component wavevector

within the second region becomes complex. From this fact, it can be deduced that

the field magnitudes of the transmitted waves present must decay away from the in-

terface. Therefore, from the previous derivations, the wavevector components may

be calculated in each region.

In the first region, or region of incidence, where z < 0, the wavevector components

are calculated as before in terms of the plane wave wavenumber, k1, using Equations

3.24 and 3.25. As is expected, both of these components take on real values, since

the angle of incidence is always completely real. Similarly, the z-component of the

wavevector within the second region is again calculated citing Equation 3.25, which,

writing out in terms of the plane wave frequency, w, and the relative permittivities

becomes

 

k2; = ((30262 — (%)261 311.29, (3.32)

Removing the like terms from the root, this can be written as

 

[922 = %\/€§\/1 — % Sin2 91 (3.33)

which becomes completely imaginary under the condition of total internal reflection.

Thus, this is often rewritten as the product of the imaginary index and the positive

real root

 

. II . 6 .

1622 = Jk2z = ]%\/E§\/E;2L81n291 — 1 (3.34)

where the positive multiplier is chosen to ensure decaying field magnitude away from

the boundary in the positive z—direction.

Just as with the critical angle incidence, the propagation of the magnetic field

within the second region is still completely in the sic-direction. However, now there is
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a magnitude dependence of the field normal to the boundary. This is readily apparent

when the magnetic field within the second region is expressed

H2y(:r, z) = 2HOe_j(k$x + jk2zZ)

(3.35)

= 2HOekQZze_jk$$

where the imaginary unit 3' has been inserted to describe the imaginary nature of the

z-component wavevector. As before, the direction of propagation remains parallel to

the interface. Thus, the above expression still describes a plane wave. However, it

now takes on the form of an evanescent plane wave, or one that decays in magnitude

away from the interface. The rate at this field magnitude decays is directly related

to the imaginary z-component wavevector.

As before, the electric fields which accompany these magnetic fields may also be

derived. And once again, these are calculated via applying the correct application of

Equation 2.4. A brief derivation of these associated electric fields is presented in the

following equations.

From Equation 2.4, it is known that given some vector magnetic field, If, the

electric fields can be calculated as

133' = (:1) v x H (3.36)

Thus, since the exact form of the vector magnetic field is well known, the vector

electric field follows as

—2jk” _.

Ewe) = WRH2y(x,z)

Ez(a:, z) = EJ—kégfi2y(r, z)

(3.37)

Thus, these surface waves automatically take on the form of pr0pagating waves with

lobes evanescent behaviors normal to the interface. Moreover, the wavelength and
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phase velocity associated with these surface waves may be calculated.

The wavelength of the fields is related to the wavevector component lying in the

direction of propagation. Thus, since this surface wave is travelling in the 113-direction,

the wavelength associated with the wave is related to the sir-component wavevector

_ 27r _ 27rc

where the subscript SW denotes the wavelength of the surface wave. The phase

velocity at which the surface wave travels can also be calculated directly from this

value and the initial plane wave frequency, w, as

113—W = 7:353 = ffgfrme (3.39)

This phase velocity in Equation 3.39 is slower than the propagation velocity of a

similar coherent wave propagating within the second medium. Thus, because of this

slower velocity than what is expected within this medium, these surface waves are

sometimes referred to as slow waves. From the above derivations, it is clear these

surface waves exist for all angles of incidence above the critical angle for the two-

layer system.

3.6 Photonic Dispersion Relation

A commonly-derived expression often appearing in articles citing SPs is the Photonic

Dispersion Relation. This equation provides the exact conditions required to couple

photons to plasmons at the boundary of a planar system. However, it can be easily

derived from the matching of tangential wavevector components across planar bound-

aries. For completeness, this expression is now derived while the topic of oblique angle

incidence is pertinent.
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From the above derivations, it is clear the z-component wavevectors must be

matched across the interface separating the two media. Moreover, the normal com-

ponent of the wavevector may be calculated using Equation 3.25. Since the tangential

wavenumber must be constant across all boundaries, no indexing subscript is required,

and this equation can be written as

k3,, = 142.2 — kg (3.40)

where the subscript i denotes the referenced layer number. Equation 3.40 can be

written in terms of the relative permittivities and angular frequency as

2 _ 2

kg.- — (s) — k3: (341)

Finally, from setting the tangential electric and magnetic fields equal to each other

across the boundary, it can be proven that

k
62- = % (3.42)

Substituting Equation 3.42 back into Equation 3.40 results in

62 62

(1— g) kg = (%)2 (£2 — git) (3.43)

61

which can be solved for kg; as

6 6

kg; = %, /€—1—1;2€§ (3.44)

which is often referred to as the plasmon wavevector, or

I 6 6 L.
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The importance of the above relationship is its location of the enhanced fields asso-

ciated with SP3. That is, the incident wavevector must be matched to this condition

to result in the enhanced launching of plasmons.

After further review, it is clear that the SP Angle, or 65p, may be calculated

for any two-layer system by setting the z—component wavevector equal to the SP

.. _ l6 6 )
\/e_163P=sm 1( '6—1J-T-ZEE . (3.46)

In order to satisfy the condition for real angles of incidence in two—layer systems, the

wavevector as

ratio of 62 : (61 + 62 must be less than unity. Hence, this condition is always met for

some real angle for every system consisting of two completely real dielectric regions.

The relationship between the relative permittivity regions of each layer and 0Sp is

shown in the figure below. It is also clear from the figure above that the SP Angle

 90 . . . . . . . .

so - + Critical Angle -

0 SP Angle

9
5
9
(
D
e
g
)

  
 

 
Figure 3.10: Dependence of the SP Angle, 6Sp, on the ratio of relative permittivities

between the incident and adjacent media.

depends heavily on the critical angle of the system. Moreover, this angle is related to

the intrinsic properties of the system, and not those of the incident plane wave.
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Upon further inspection, one realizes that 6Sp is directly related to the critical

angle of the system. Since the existence of surface waves depends on the angle of

incidence being greater than this critical angle, the launching of SPs insists 0513 >

00 of the system. This also holds for the sinusoidal function of these two values.

Therefore, the condition for launching SPs becomes

“$72 > E (3.47)

which means that

fl > V61 + 62 (3.48)

which can clearly never be the case for two real dielectric mediums. Therefore, the

introduction of lossy dielectrics, which in general contain complex dielectric functions,

is required. Moreover, the introduction of complex dielectric constants may result in

the inclusion of negative real components of the permittivity, which is also a possible

solution to the above expression.

The above surface waves exhibit oscillatory behavior, decay rapidly in magni-

tude away from the interface, and propagate with a slower velocity than a normally-

propogating wave. However, the aforementioned surface waves are not associated

with any free charge oscillations. Recall that the definition of an SP is the oscillation

of bound free charges to a surface or interface. Thus, since completely real dielectrics

do not contain any of the said free charges, these waves are not considered true SPs.

However, upon the introduction of a lossy, or metallic, dielectric transmission layer,

the opportunity for free charge coupling does exist. This system will be explored in

the following sections.
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3.7 Surface Waves in Lossy Dielectrics

In a two-layer system, the introduction of a lossy, or complex, dielectric must occur

within the second, or transmission, region. If this were not introduced in this region,

the initially propagating wave would decay to negligible amplitude before reaching

the interface, which would result in a trivial field solution of zero everywhere. Thus,

the introduction of the complex dielectric into the second region is justified.

As hinted before, the dielectric function of the second region becomes complex.

This results in wavevectors which are also complex in all directions, meaning the

associated fields will decay in all directions. More on this will be provided later on.

For now, the complex dielectric function within the second layer is written as

62 = 6,2 — 3155’ (3.49)

where a single prime has been left to denote the real component, and a double-prime

to signal the imaginary component of this dielectric function.

It is often the case that the relative permittivity of any material depends on the

frequency of the wave travelling through it. However, this is even more relevant when

dealing with a complex permittivity. Therefore, the permittivity function will often

become a function of angular frequency

.24..) = e504) — jeg’w) (3.50)

The real component of the above function is often well-defined or experimentally

verified for many materials. However, the imaginary component is often determined

analytically and can be related to the conductivity of the material, a. This con-

ductivity term will be visited once more when the discussion turns to semiconductor

materials in the later chapters. However, for the time being, the complex permittivity
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will be calculated via the dispersion relation, as is the usual method. A length deriva-

tion of this relation is provided elsewhere [35]. Writing the complex permittivity now

as a function of frequency and the plasma energy, this becomes

"692

60mg

wO — w2) + ija

 (3.51)

where a is the absorption coefficient of the material and the fraction in the numerator

is the square of the plasmon energy as derived in the first chapter. 60 takes on the

relative permittivity value of the layer at the DC frequency. This is also known as

the static permittivity of the region. With the complex permittivity now defined, the

fields associated with the system may be discussed.

As before, the derivations carried out for the magnetic field reflection and trans-

mission coeflicients are still valid; the only change is the relative permittivity of the

second layer. Thus, the magnetic field reflectance and transmittance will still take

on completely real values for angles of incidence below the critical angle. Some of

those conditions are shown in the figures below. It is clear from Figures 3.11 and

3.12 that the effect the imaginary component of the dielectric function has on the

fields associated with the system comes in the form of a decrease in transmittance

and corresponding increase in reflectance. Thus, as the imaginary component of this

dielectric function increases, the field within the second, or lossy, region decreases

accordingly.

However, as with the previous sections, the fields of interest are the surface waves

associated with plane waves incident from oblique angles greater than the critical

angle of the system. Yet, the calculation of the critical angle of a dielectric-metallic

system is frivolous. That is, since the dielectric function of the second medium is

complex, the calculation of the critical angle also results in complex values. Since the

critical angle must be a real value, the critical angle calculation becomes non-existent.
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for TM Polarization with Complex Layer 2 Permittivity
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Therefore, the calculation of the transmitted fields within the second medium will

proceed making no assumptions regarding the relative permittivities of the first region,

nor the angle of incidence.

As before, the transmitted magnetic field within the lossy region regardless of

angle of incidence within the first region, takes the form

H240, z) = TTMH0€_J(k“x + ”2%) (3.52)

where once again, the z—component of the wavevector in the second region is complex.

However, the angle of propagation is no longer equal to 90°. Rather, this angle is

calculated from the wavevector components in the z- and z-directions. As always, the

113-component wavevectors must remain constant across the boundary. Furthermore,

the z-component wavevector is again calculated in much the same way

2 _ 2 2 _ 2 2 .
k2z — k2 — k — (9’5) 62 — (%) 61 811101 (3.53)

where the relative permittivity in region two, 62, is complex. Writing this formulation

in long form and taking the square room yields

k2z = ((9%)? (a, — je’g’) - (‘*—é)261 sin61)1/2 (3.54)

It is clear that this gives rise to real and imaginary components, due to the complex

nature of the lossy dielectric region. Therefore, this may be rewritten as the sum of

real and imaginary terms as

I - II

Thus, the magnetic field within the lossy dielectric region is written as

II - ~ I

H2y(:r, z) = TTMHOek2zze‘3(W + “2%) (3.56)
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This above expression results in, once again, a magnetic field intensity that decays

exponentially away from the boundary in the perpendicular axis, or z-axis. How-

ever, unlike the surface waves described for the completely real dielectric systems,

the wavevector associated with these fields contains both tangential and normal com-

ponents. Thus, the magnetic field propagates at some intermediate angle, 62, within

the lossy medium as given by

 Sin 62 = (3.57)
kg:

(flog + kgzk2,

where kgz represents the complex conjugate of the z-component wavevector within

the second medium.

Finally, the electric fields associated with the previously-derived magnetic fields

may also be calculated. As before, these electric fields can be solved in terms of the

magnetic field applying Equation 2.4.

E33012, z) = figv >< H(x,y) (3.58)

Substituting in for the complex z—component wavevector, 1922., and the complex di-

electric function, the corresponding electric fields can be expressed as the summation

of real and imaginary terms. After some algebra, these turn out to be

I I/ II - - I

5250.2) = - (£1? +j—E‘Lz) tTMHoekQZZe‘J‘k” WM) (3.59)
w|€2| WI€2|

jk$€* k” z —j(k 22+ '10, z)
E 1:,2 = t H e 22 e :1: J 22 3.60z( ) (Egg—lg) TM 0 ( l

where

Es, = 4%,: — 6’2ng (3.61)
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and

II _ I I II II
E — €2k2z — 62 k2Z (3.62)

Thus, both the tangential and normal electric field components are complex. This

results in complex field magnitudes, which decay in both the :z:- and z—directions.

Therefore, the electric fields associated with a two-layer lossy dielectric system lead

to fields that are evanescent in nature in both the tangential and normal directions

with respect to the interface.
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Chapter 4

Scattering in One-Dimension:

N-Layer Systems

The introduction of layers of finite thickness signals the next logical step in the com-

plexity of plane wave propagation in electromagnetics. This will be performed using

the matrix method, based upon the magnetic field and its derivative at each inter-

face. This is different from several related matrix methods derived elsewhere, which

are often based upon the magnetic field coefficients of independent linear solutions

[42].

The matrix method is a rather straight-forward analysis system for solving re-

flectance and transmittance from many-layered one-dimensional systems. Instead of

solving for the magnetic filed reflection and transmission coefficients for the entire

system as a whole, the individual fields within each layer are solved recursively. From

these, the overall magnetic field reflection and transmission coefficients are derived.

This results in a much faster and simpler matrix method, since the recursion is based

on known physical observables. This method is discussed in many sources, but the

general method outlined here will be taken from Lekner [42].
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4.1 Reflection and Transmission

Once again assuming TMy polarization, the magnetic field consists of only a y-

directional amplitude. Furthermore, it depends only on the variable 2 and satisfies

the second order linear differential Equation 4.1 for any layer, n

d2Hny($a z)
 

where n is the nth layer in the one-dimensional system. This is often referred to as the

Helmholtz Equation in one dimension. Once again, this leads to solutions straddling

the nth interface of the form

H ( ) e—jknzz_TTMejknzz’ “0 (4 2)y 113,2 1' 6 1/2 _ .k 2 .

(Jig—1'2) tTMe J (“Dz , z>0

Instead of writing the solution to Equation 4.2 as the sum of two exponential terms,

a set of two coupled differential equations is used. This will allow the magnetic fields

to be solved in terms of the layer thicknesses and physical constants in a recursive

manner. Thus, the solutions of Equation 4.2 can be written as

dH as, 2:

%—%-—) "—‘ Cy($, Z) (4.3)

a: Z 240352, )2 _k€n 5,wa)
(4.4)

Thus, both the magnetic field solution, Hy(z,z), and its derivative, Cy(:r,z), are

defined for each layer within the region (2n, Zn+1)'

Solving these equations is performed by setting the magnetic field and its deriva-

tive equal to Hny and Cny, respectively at the interface located at Zn- Thus, over
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the interval (zn, zn+1), the magnetic field and its derivative take the form

Hy(x, z) = Hny(:1:, Zn) cos(kzn(z — Zn» +Wsin(kzn(z — Zn» (4.5)

Cy($, Z) = r-KannyCL‘, Zn) SlD(k‘zn(Z '— 271)) + Cny($, Zn) COS(I€zn(Z — Zn» (4.6)

Thus, Equations 4.5 and 4.6 can be used to solve for the magnetic field and its

derivative at the next interface using matrix formalism as

SlIlUCzn (Z — 271))
 

Hy(:z:, zn+1) = cos(kzn(z — zn)) zn

Cy(x, Zn+1) —Kzn sin(kzn(z — Zn)) cos(kzn(z — 271))

(4.7)

x Hy(:r, Zn)

Cy($, Zn)

where the 2 x 2 matrix described in Equation 4.7 becomes the layer matrix associated

with each system layer. Thus, the nth layer matrix may be written as

 

sin(kzn(zn+1 — 271))

cos k z — z
Mn = ( ZTL( n+l Til) Kzn (4.8)

—Kzn SlIl(kzn(Zn+1 '— Zn» COS(I€2n(Zn+1 — Zn»

The reflection and transmission coefficients are present within the magnetic field

equations for the first and last layers, 1 and N, respectively. Using Equation 4.8

for the magnetic field and its derivative as derived from Equations 4.5 and 4.6, the

magnetic field and its derivative take the form within these boundary layers

H1y(1§, Z) = e—jUCxIE + klzz) — TTMe_j(k$x _ klzz) (4.9)

Cly(:1:, z) = jklz (cg—“kit"? + klzzl + rTMe—flkxx — klzzl) (4.10)

HNy(:1:, z) = tTMe—Jlkfl + klzzl (4.11)
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CNy(IB, Z) = jsztTMe_j(kx$ + klzz) (4.12)

Using the layer matrices defined in Equation 4.8, these two corresponding expressions

may be linked by the total product of the layer matrices, M, as given by

"’21 77222

as

tTMC—jszz M e—jklzz — TTMejkIZZ (4 14)

jsztTMe—jszz jkiz (ff—376132 + 7“:I‘Mefl‘llz‘z)

In equation 4.14, the x-dependence of the spatial fields has been dropped for simplicity.

Since the layer matrices are only determined from the physical constants of that

specific layer, the reflection and transmission coefficients can be solved using the two

linear equations provided above. After much algebra, these magnetic field reflection

and transmission coefficients are derived as the following

,TM=_e—2j(k1zz1)K12KM;m12+m21-J'K1vzm11+jK1zm22 (4.15)

lz sz12- m21+J sz11+J 1zm22

_ - _ 2jK
t = 6 306123]. szZN) _1Z .

TM KlzKsz12 — m21 + JKsz11 + 3K1zm22

(4.16)

 

Finally, the reflectance and transmittance are calculated in much the same way as

before citing Equations 3.26 and 3.27

RTM—— T'TMTTM: ITTM|2 (4.17)

k ., k 2

W(61:) 444114442) I... <43)
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Therefore, once the reflection and transmission coefficients are solved using the total

layer matrix, M, the magnetic field intensities within each layer may be completely

determined. Since the electric fields are the solutions of importance here, they may

be calculated in much the same way within the two extreme layers as

‘jklz

E11037 Z) ____ (gkl) 0 (e—jUsz + [$122) _ ,rTMe—j(kx$ — ICIZZ))

jkzc

(4.19)

within the first layer (incidence layer), and in the last, or Nth layer, as

'3.sz

EM. 2) = (all 0 tTMe_J(kx$ + "szl (4.20)

Mac

However, the calculation of the electric fields within the finite layer regions must be

performed using the coupled magnetic field equations. Since only the derivative in

the z—direction is relevant when using the coupled equations, the z-component of the

electric field is calculated in much the same way. This means the z-component electric

field takes on the form

Enz(33, z) = (all-7;) e‘j(’“$$ + kW) (421)

while the x—component of the electric field is related to the coupled field equations.

Thus, the spatial derivative with respect to the z-direction can be written in terms of

the expressions in Equations 4.5 and 4.6 as

Eng-(III, Z) = (5:) Kanyn(.’E, Z) Sln(kzn(Z — 271)) ( )

4.22

+ (g) Cyn(:c, z) c.os(I€zn(Z - Zn»
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For instance, the magnetic field intensity and electric field vectors associated with

a planar three-period system, with each period consisting of a 50nm thick layer of

relative permittivity, e = 3, surrounded by 100nm—thick layers of relative permittivity

51 is illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Thus, the first and Nth layers are assumed

to have permittivity of unity and, in this case, N = 7. An incident angle of 45° is

assumed, along with a free-space wavelength of 632.8nm. Just as was the case for

2
0
1
'
“
)

  
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

Am)

Figure 4.1: Magnetic field intensity for a. three period system of e = (1,3,1,3,1,3,1)

with finite layer thicknesses of (50,100,50,100,50)nm. Note the :1:- and z—direction

scales are not equal. The incident wave is impinging from the region 2 < 0, with a

free space wavelength of 632.8 nm and an incident angle of 45°.

the two and three-layer system derivations, the above derivations are still valid for

all angles of incidence and even systems involving complex permittivities. However,

unlike the previous chapters, surface waves will now be confined in both the tangential

and longitudinal directions due to the finite thickness of system layers.
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Figure 4.2: Electric field vectors for a periodic system of e = (1,3,1,3,1,3,1) with finite

layer thicknesses of (50,100,50,100,50)nm. Note as with the magnetic field, the z- and

z-direction scales are not equal. The incident wave is impinging from the region 2 < O,

with a free space wavelength of 632.8 nm and an incident angle of 45°.

4.2 Finite Width Beams in N-Layer Systems

The introduction of finite width beams incident upon many-layer systems is now

briefly discussed. The derivations of the fields associated with the Gaussian weighted

sum of plane waves is performed in much the same manner as the previous chapter.

However, the overall reflection and transmission coefficients must now first be calcu-

lated for all possible indexed wavenumbers and summed accordingly. Moreover, the

wavenumbers within each layer for the various combinations of orthogonal wavevec-

tors must be calculated. The system mentioned in the previous section is once again

assumed as a periodic layer system consisting of three periods. The electric field

component associated with this system are presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Real z-component electric field for Gaussian weighted sum of plane waves

for the periodic system presented previously.
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mm

Figure 4.4: Real z-component electric field for Gaussian weighted sum of plane waves

for the periodic system presented previously.
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4.3 Kretschmann-Raether: Reflection, r[transmis-

sion, and SPs

With the derivations now complete for the fields associated with many layered planar

systems, a complete derivation of the usual reflection and transmission coefficients

for one system in particular will be discussed. As proposed by Kretschmann and

Raether more than 40 years ago, the so—named system consists of one finite lossy

layer sandwiched between free space in the transmission regime, and a higher re-

fractive index region, usually glass or prism, within the reflection regime. Again for

reference, this system is observed in Figure 4.5. The often—quoted enhanced transmis-

 

  
Figure 4.5: The Kretschmann-Raether Configuration for enhanced SP excitation.

sion field and zero reflectance at the SPR angle as given by the photonic dispersion

relation are inherently due to the unique characteristics of the materials as much as

the system configuration itself. At the Helium-Neon Laser wavelength of 632.8nm,

gold has a complex permittivity of e = —12.6 + 31.1, or in terms of refractive index,

n = 0.16 + 33.55. The reflectance and transmittance for this system over all available

incident angles is presented in Figure 4.6. Notice that the transmittance drops to zero

for all angles above the critical angle of the system, or 41.80. Also, the reflectance

does indeed fall to zero at the SPR angle of 43.60. However, the enhanced transmis-

sion field magnitude that is often quoted using this system is not readily apparent in

this plot. This is because the transmitted field amplitude is calculated as the trans-
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Figure 4.6: Reflectance and Transmittance for the Kretschmann-Raether configura-

tion for all angles at incident wavelength 632.8nm and gold thickness 50nm.

mission coefficient, not the transmittance. The real and imaginary components of

this transmitted field amplitude are plotted in Figure 4.7. It is clear from Figure 4.7

that the transmitted field becomes purely imaginary at the SPR angle. Moreover, for

all angles above the SPR angle, both the real and imaginary components of the field

become negative. Thus, no real energy is transmitted through the system into free

space. Rather, the fields become complex and negative.

The Gaussian weighted sum of plane waves may also be carried over to the

Kretschmann-Raether Configuration for the excitation of SPs. Moreover, the finite

width nature of this excitation will allow for the direct observation of both the tan-

gential and longitudinal extinction of these surface waves. The system presented in

Figure 4.7 is once again simulated with the Gaussian weighted sum of plane waves.

The centralized polar angle becomes the SPR angle of 43.60. The electric field plots

are presented in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. It is clear from Figure 4.9 that the enhanced

transmitted field intensity is present at the immediate surface of the gold layer ex-
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Figure 4.7: Real and Imaginary components of the transmitted electric field in the

Kretschmann-Raether configuration for all angles at incident wavelength 632.8nm and

gold thickness 50nm
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Figure 4.8: Real z-component electric field component for the Gaussian weighted sum

of plane waves for system simulated the previous figure.
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Figure 4.9: Real z—component electric field component for the Gaussian weighted sum

of plane waves for system simulated in the previous figure.

tending into free space. Moreover, the :r— and z—component evanescent nature of these

SPs is also clearly observed.

4.4 Surface Waves in Layered Media

In order to observe surface waves within this N-layer system, such a system supporting

surface waves will need to be produced. For simplicity, consider a system of four layers.

The relative permittivities and thicknesses for each layer are presented in Table 4.4.

The support of surface waves within the final layer has already been derived and

observed in the previous chapter. In order to avoid this same situation, the angle

of incidence will be chosen in conjunction with the relative permittivities to result

in surface waves that exist within both the second and third layers. These unique

waves will be hence termed intermediate surface waves, in that they exist within the

intermediate layers of the system. The angle of incidence is chosen to be 40°, which
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Table 4.1: 4-Layer System supporting intermediate surface waves

Layer (1 6

One 00 10

Two 50nm 3

Three 50nm 2

Four 00 1

is greater than the critical angles for both the second and third layer with respect to

the first. The magnetic field intensity and electric field vector are observed in Figures

4.10 and 4.11 for this system. Note the difference in the lateral spatial resolution in

z
(
m
)

 

0.5

xlum)

Figure 4.10: 4-Layer system supporting Intermediate Surface Waves - magnetic field

intensity.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11. This was chosen in order to more clearly present the vector

electric field components of the surface waves.

As is clear from the above plots, the magnetic field does support surface waves,

while their evanescent nature remains intact. Thus, the existence of surface waves

may exist within layered media at intermediate locations. Moreover, surface waves
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Figure 4.11: 4-Layer system supporting Intermediate Surface Waves - electric field

vector.

are even shown to exist within several layers at once. This is clear from the evanescent

and oscillatory wave patterns produced via the electric field vectors in Figure 4.11

that exist within the second and third layers. Therefore, the existence of surface

waves is not necessarily confined to a single layer within a multi-layered system. This

last statement will have elevated importance during the discussion of surface waves

that can exist within 2DEGs, to be presented later on.
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Chapter 5

Scattering in Two-Dimensions:

Rigorous-Coupled Wave Analysis

One of the advantages of creating SPs at the interface of a one-dimensional (planar)

system is that the fields produced are rather easily solvable. However, as pointed out

earlier, SPs created at the boundary of planar systems leads to travelling slow waves.

That is, these waves created will propagate along the interface separating the metal

and dielectric at a speed of v = w sin O/k. Here, 0 is the angle of incidence measured

from normal of the initial electromagnetic wave, and k is its wavenumber.

This propagation does not pose an immediate threat to device performance. In

fact, Hashim, et. al. have proven this to actually enhance the performance of some

high frequency devices [1]. However, the travelling nature of this wave does lead to

spatially variant fields that propagates in time. This in turn could lead to poor device

performance and reliability issues. Thus, in order to overcome this propagation of the

wave, a periodic grating may be introduced. This essentially inhibits the travelling

nature of the SPs through the creation of standing waves.

Standing waves are aptly named for their non-traveling (or standing) nature, while

their creation is due to the discreteness of the grating region introduced. The tan-
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gential wavevector associated with any discontinuous permittivity will result in the

formation of a discrete set of tangential wavevectors. Moreover, since the tangential

wavevectors associated with any system must be continuous across interfaces, any

system containing a grating region will result in a finite basis set of these wavevec-

tors. The discrete wavevectors are determined based on the grating period, A, along

with the free space wavelength and incident tangential wavevector of the incoming

plane wave. More on this relationship will be presented later on.

Many derivations on the fields associated with electromagnetic waves in periodic

gratings exist. Differential methods, integral methods, and coordinate transformation

methods are well documented and are discussed elsewhere [43—45].

Here, the rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) will be discussed. Sometimes

called the Fourier Modal Method (FMM), its dependence and derivation are related

to the spectral transform coefficients associated with periodic structures. Here, the

periodic structures are assumed to be periodic permittivity layers in the form of binary

gratings. As always, a brief introduction into the background information required is

provided.

5.1 History of Electromagnetic Diffraction

Lord Rayleigh was the first to introduce a quantifiable explanation for the diffraction

observed by Woods in 1907 [46]. Essentially a Floquet mode matching method, the

procedure is based on the simple idea of matching the spectral Fourier coefficients of

the tangential fields across the grating region.

Since Rayleigh proposed his diffracted field methodology almost a century ago,

several major improvements in the methods for solving the reflected and transmitted

fields due to diffraction gratings have been proposed. Many of these have come about

with the advent of the computer in the middle part of the twentieth century. Also,
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several of these methods were proposed within a few years of each other in the early

19808.

One such computational method is the aptly named Chandezon Method, or C-

Method (CM). Named for the 1981 paper by Chandezon, et. al. [44], this numerical

method uses a coordinate transformation to solve for the fields within the grating sys-

tem. The advantage to this method is its simplistic and straight forward implementa-

tion. It is perhaps today the most widely used numerical method for determining the

exact fields due to grating diffraction. However, the exactness of the solution often

requires tens of thousands of iteration loops, sometimes extending into the millions

for TM polarization cases. Thus, unless the presence of a supercomputer or a parallel

processor system is available, this method is often avoided due to its unnecessarily

long computation times.

Various other matrix methods have been proposed over the years [45, 47—49]. Like-

wise, several integral and differential forms have provided exact solutions without the

need to set an arbitrary number of terms to keep within the solution [50,51]. However,

many of these quoted matrix methods involve large computation times and require

the definitions of an arbitrarily large number of terms. Moreover, many similar inte-

gral methods are often complex and difficult to implement in numerical practice to a

large degree of accuracy and precision. Finally, some of these methods are inherently

unstable and lead to large errors in the fields when solved for any set number of terms.

Therefore, a simple method which employs the Floquet Mode matching scheme will

be used here.

5.2 RCWA for Two-Layer Systems

The Rigorous Coupled-Wave Analysis (RCWA) method employs the use of matrices

to solve for the electromagnetic fields. It does in fact promote the use of an arbitrary
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number of terms to keep in the infinite summation, but it also involves the exact

solution to these fields. Therefore, the inclusion of an arbitrary number of terms

simply results in the inclusion or exclusion of higher order terms inside the solution

form.

The RCWA was first popularized by Moharam and Gaylord [52] in 1981, just one

year after Chandezon proposed his C-Method. As hinted previously, these two meth—

ods are completely different in solving for the electromagnetic fields present within

each diffraction region. RCWA employs the Floquet modal matching condition and

matrix formalism to completely solve the electromagnetic fields within each grating

region. That is, it essentially slices the grating region into very thin layers which can

each be approximated by a rectangular grating. Thus, this methodology will work

for any periodic grating profile, assuming it can be split into an arbitrary number of

rectangular grating regions.

As was followed with the Rayleigh Expansion provided previously, the derivation

will first begin assuming a rectangular grating region. The first necessity in the

RCWA is to calculate the Fourier coefficients for the rectangular grating region. Since

a rectangular grating will first be explored, the Fourier coefficients may be expressed

as the permittivity coefficients at any point in the r-direction. Thus, this may be

expressed as

6(a) = 23,127: _N eZJm/A (5.1)

where n is the coefficient to sum over, extending from some arbitrary term -N to N,

and A is the period of the diffraction grating. Here, the diffraction grating takes on

the two values of the permittivities of either region depending on the lateral position

of :5. Thus, once these Fourier coefficients, 6h are determined, the fields may be solved

as follows. The derivation for TMy polarization will follow, but a similar derivation

may be carried out for TE polarization as outlined elsewhere [53].

As with any two—dimensional plane wave, the incident magnetic field below the
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grating region (z i 0) may be expressed as

Hinc,y : e(—jk0\/q(sin(0)zr + cos(0)z)) (5.2)

This means the total fields in each layer, above and below the diffraction grating

region, respectively, are given by

N

— ' k — k

H... = H... + 2: ~7< w (53)
n = —N

_ ‘ k _

Hay: 2.1V= —N Tne “7( mm k1,znZ) (54)

where the discrete tangential and normal wavevectors are defined as

I... = kO\/€_lsin(0) — .49 (5.5)

 

k

k... = 1.0)., — (733% = 1, 2 (5.6)

respectively, where the negative imaginary root is chosen when lem/q < kxi° Thus,

th order within thethe coeflicients Rn represent the normalized reflected wave of the i

first region. Moreover, the coefficients Tn represent the normalized forward-diffracted

waves in the second region. From these formula for the magnetic fields, the electric

fields are simply calculated via Maxwell’s Equations using Equation 2.4.

However, before calculating the electric fields in these two regions, the reflection

and transmission coefficients at the various diffraction angles must first be calculated.

This will essentially involve solving for the tangential fields within the grating region

first. This is necessary for matching the Floquet modes across the grating for the

various diffraction orders. Thus, the tangential fields inside the grating region (0 <
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z < d) now take on the form

N

11.. = Z Uyn(z)e-J"~‘mx (5.7)

n = —N

1/2 N .

ng = 3' (£9) E 5.4(Z)€_ka$ (5-8)

60 n = —N

where the two functions of z, Uyn(z) and ng(z), represent the normalized amplitudes

of the nth order space-harmonic fields. It is clear that both of these functions are

necessary for both H9y and Egg; to satisfy Maxwell’s Equations

3H .

73733 = —]Ld€0€(:L‘)Egg; (5.9)

8E . 0E
7,751 = —qu0Hgy + 75.? (5-10)

Now substituting the previous expressions for E93; and Hgy into the above Maxwell’s

Equations, the following matrix formula is resolved

3% 0 E If],

e = _, (5.11)

2%; B 0 S.

where the 0 represents a null matrix of size (1 x 2N + 1). Substituting the expression

for the Uy matrix into what would be the second equation for Sm, the matrix is

reduced to

620"

(32231) = (EB) (UY) (5-12)

where the matrix B is calculated as

B = KxE-le — r (5.13)



where K1; is a diagonal matrix of size (2N+ 1) x (2N+ 1) with the diagonal coefficients

being equal to

Kx(n,n) = 4%? (5.14)

and E is a full matrix, also of size (2N + 1) X (2N + 1) with its coefficients defined by

E(n,p) = Cn—p (5.15)

where p is the coefficient order and i is the diffraction order, and I is the identity

matrix of size (2N + 1) x (2N + 1). Before proceeding any further, a note on the

relative size of each matrix must be made. It must been assumed that the number

of coefl‘icients that have been kept in the field expansion is equal to the number of

diffraction order terms kept for the field expansion. This will become readily apparent

later in the derivation when the inversion of these matrices is required.

Furthermore, since the size of these matrices are (2N + 1) x (2N + l), and the

matrix E is calculated as the Fourier coefficient expansion of order i — p, this means

the number of Fourier coefficients kept in the expansion of the binary grating will

need to be twice this number, namely (4N + 2). Thus, the user must make sure

to keep an inherently large number of Fourier coefficient terms during the numerical

calculation process to avoid numerical and computational errors in light of accuracy.

The space harmonic electric and magnetic fields can now be written as

n

S'xn(Z) = Z 'Un,m ("C’r‘fLeTkquz + 97,61“)me _ dl) (5.16)

m = 1

Uyne) = 2?. = 1H7»... (ate-WW + caekoqmlz “ 00) (5.17)

where qm and wn,m are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix EB, respec-
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tively and the matrix elements, Un,m are calculated via

V = E-lwo (5.13)

Since Q is composed solely of eigenvalues, it becomes a diagonal matrix. With these

matrices now defined, the coefficients c1"), and 0,7, are now calculated by matching the

boundary conditions across the grating region.

Matching these tangential fields at both interfaces of the grating region, the system

may be solved. At the first boundary of z = 0, these equations become

n

m = 1

 

(me—H >26.)
while at the second boundary

 

n

Tn = Z wn,m (qtle-koqmd + 017.) (5.21)

= 1

k1 zn n + -19 d _

j ’ 2 Tn = Z 'Un,m (cme qu — cm) (5.22)

k0n2 m = 1

Equations 5.19 and 5.22 are often written in matrix form, combining the respective

equations at the two boundaries as

6,,0 I w wx C+

+ (R) = (5.23)

j5n0 cos 0/n1 -jZ1 V —VX c-
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at z = 0 and at the second boundary

1 wx W 6+

(T) = (5.24)

jZ2 VX —V c-

at z = d. The above matrix equations are often solved simultaneously for the column

matrix elements in 0 comprising the normalized Floquet mode fields within the grat-

ing. However, a more intuitive method of solving these equations can be performed

by multiplying the first row of Equation 5.23 by jZl and Equation 5.24 by -jZ2, and

performing matrix addition between the two rows. This effectively eliminates the

column matrices R and T from the resulting two equations. Moreover, these may be

combined into Equation 5.25.

j(ZI5n0 + 677.0 COS (9) /n1) _ Z1W + V (le - V) X

= .7

0 —(Z2W + V) X —Z2W - V

0+

X

c_

(5.25)

Clearly, the simple inversion of this multiplying matrix in Equation 5.25 will result in

the normalized Floquet mode field coeflicients within the grating region, given by the

matrix c. Using these filed values, the reflection and transmission coefficients for an

arbitrary number of diffraction orders may be solved. Finally, fiom these coefficients,

the fields may be matched across the boundaries, and both the tangential magnetic

and electric fields are solved over all space.

One problem that quickly arises with RCWA is its numerical instability for large

matrices. That is, the numerical precision of many computers introduces erroneous

values whenever large, sparse matrices are inverted. One must keep this in mind when

dealing with either a very large number of modes, or with sparse matrices with very
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small coefficients.

Another often witnessed problem with RCWA is the convergence of terms often

requires the number of harmonic modes to reach into the tens or hundreds. Although

this in itself poses no difficulty, the inversion of large matrices, especially ones which

result in exceedingly small or large determinants, is sometimes beyond the capabilities

or precision of the average personal computer. A more thorough discussion on the

numerical stability of RCWA is clearly presented in the follow up article by Moharam

and Gaylord [53]. However, the presentation here poses no such threat as the number

of terms is often kept below 100.

As an example, a binary grating region will be simulated separating two layers,

one of free space, and the other with a relative permittivity of four. A plane wave

with wavelength 632.8nm and from polar angle 45° is assumed. Moreover, the grating

constraints have been set to a period and thickness of one micron. Finally, the fill

factor, or the time high, for the grating will be set to represent a perfect binary

grating, or 0.5. The spatial electric fields components are presented below in Figures

5.1 and 5.2.

As stated previously, the convergence of the RCWA is often of great importance.

That is, the system should converge toward single values as the number of Fourier

modes kept within the solution increases. The convergence of the RCWA for the

above system is given in Figure 5.3. Note that even for the TMy case, which inher-

ently requires more time to converge, the final answer for the zero order diffraction

efficiencies is approximated with just ten iterations kept.

Moreover, the total sum of all diffraction efficiency orders, representing the total

energy incident upon the system, must equal unity for completely real permittivities.

In the above RCWA iterations, the total sum of all diffraction efficiencies after 50

iterations was calculated as 1.00000003. Thus, the accuracy of this method after 50

iterations produces an answer accurate to better than one part in ten million for the
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Figure 5.1: Real zit-component electric field magnitude for binary grating of period

and thickness one micron. Incident wave has 632.8nm wavelength and polar angle

45°.
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Figure 5.2: Real z-component electric field magnitude for binary grating of period

and thickness one micron. Incident wave has 632.8nm wavelength and polar angle

45°.
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Figure 5.3: Convergence of the RCWA Zero Order Diffraction Efficiencies vs. Number

of Fourier Modes kept in the solution. The system is described in the above figures.

above system.

For complex media, this diffraction efficiency sum must be less than unity. This

is due to the lossy nature of one of the media within the grating region, resulting

in a decreased field intensity across the grating region. For example, the system

previously considered is once again simulated, but the second medium now takes on

the complex permittivity of gold. The resulting electric fields and convergence of the

solution are presented below in Figures 5.4-5.6. For 50 kept Fourier modes, the

sum of all diffraction efficiencies for the above system is 0.537. Thus, it is clear that

almost half of the energy associated with the incident electromagnetic wave is lost

within the grating region.

Another system of interest involves the production of SPs via the total internal

reflection. Consider once again the first system simulated for the RCWA method as

presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. However, the two media are now interchanged, with

the electromagnetic wave incident from within the medium of relative permittivity
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Figure 5.4: Real x—component electric field magnitude for binary grating of period

and thickness one micron. Layer 2 is assumed as gold. Incident wave has 632.8nm

wavelength and polar angle 45°

four, and the transmitted region is free space. Also assume an incident angle of

50° so to ensure total internal reflection. This system is simulated in Figures 5.7—

5.9 below. Notice in the z-directed electric field plot the existence of resonance

fields situated at the corners of the grating separating the planar free space region

from the grating in Figure 5.8. These are attributed to the matching of the zero

order tangential wavenumber with that of the grating wavenumber. Moreover, these

become standing waves, which do not travel along the flee space-grating interface as

was presented previously for the planar systems. Thus, these standing waves simply

oscillate in time. This is exactly the benefit of introducing gratings into the systems

of consideration; they may inhibit the maximum transmission of energy, but they do

create standing waves.
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Figure 5.5: Real z-component electric field magnitude for binary grating of period

and thickness one micron. Layer 2 is assumed as gold. Incident wave has 632.8nm

wavelength and polar angle 450
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of Fourier Modes kept in the solution. The system is described in the above figures
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Figure 5.7: Real r-component electric field magnitude for binary grating of period

and thickness one micron. Total Internal Reflection. Incident wave has 632.8nm

wavelength and polar angle 50°

5.3 RCWA and Finite Width Beams

The introduction of standing waves within the grating structure improves the spatial

resolution of the system. In order to enhance this even further, the usage of the

Gaussian weighted sum of plane waves presented earlier may be applied. This will

essentially confine the region of interest.

As previously derived, the Gaussian weighted sum of plane waves involves choosing

a set of wavevectors along each orthogonal coordinate within the boundaries of the

incident wave. However, the reflected and transmitted fields, along with the fields

inside the grating, now take on the discrete values as related to the grating period.

Mathematically, this results in a new summation over the tangential wavevectors.
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Figure 5.8: Real z-component electric field magnitude for binary grating of period

and thickness one micron. Total Internal Reflection. Incident wave has 632.8nm

wavelength and polar angle 50°
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of Fourier Modes kept in the solution. System is described in the above figures
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While the incident magnetic field takes on the same formulation as before,

k
2 1 .

111/06.2) = W; Z e‘flkfl + kyy + kzz)

L k. = 4.1 (5.26)

xe—(a... — 1%)2 + 1.3)w2/2

 

the reflected magnetic field is calculated via

 

2 .

Hyr($, Z) = 21:2] Z e_3(k‘m$ + kyy " klznz)

kxn (5.27)

—((k ~-k 2+k2)W2 2
11:2 :50) y /

X6

where these tangential wavenumbers, km, are now calculated as

1.3,, : I... — iK i e (0, :tl, :l:2, . . . , :|:N) (528)

and K = 27r/A. The y-directed wavenumber is derived just as before, with the normal

component calculated so as to ensure the positive square root for complex values.

In a similar manner, the transmitted electric fields are calculated via

 

2 .

Hyt($, Z) = 27M; 2 e—3(kmx + kyy _ k2znz)

L kxn (5.29)

xe—“krtn — H...)2 + Ham/2n

where

 

k2,” = (Neg — 1.3m — 1.3 (5.30)

Inside the grating region, the magnetic field is summed over both the diffraction
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orders and the sum of plane waves. This leads to a two-dimensional sum of the form

 

2

113/9(3)z 24W 2: Uye—j(—kxn-’B+kyy 11:2an)

kxn (5.31)

xe—(a... — 163:0)2 + k§)W2/2

where the modal field amplitudes, in are calculated by summing over all of the

diffraction order fields calculated from the eigenmodes of the grating

Uyn =m£:_:1Wn,m (cme’60qu + cmekoqm(z _ d)) (5.32)

where the normalized z-component wavenumber, qm, eigenvalues Wnfln, and field

order amplitudes, 0;); and 0,}, all depend on both the diffraction order along with

the wavevector associated with each plane wave.

The corresponding electric fields can be derived using Equation 2.4. A visual

representation of the electric fields associated with the initial system simulated in

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are presented below in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. Thus, the fields

associated with diffraction gratings have been completely simulated via the RCWA

method in conjunction with a Gaussian weighted sum of plane waves. Although

the formation of standing waves does occur, the fields associated with these systems

involve much lower transmitted field intensities. Therefore, their involvement in the

following chapters will not be carried out.
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Figure 5.10: Real z—component electric field for system presented in Figures 5.1 and

5.2.
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Figure 5.11: Real z-component electric field for system presented in Figures 5.1 and

5.2.
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Chapter 6

Two-Dimensional Electron Gases

(2DEGs)

With the derivation of the fields associated with SP3 now available, the theory behind

the formation of electron gases may now be carried out. However, the following

derivations will depart, for a time away, from electromagnetic theory. That is, the

physics describing the formation of electron gases is based on solid state engineering

and quantum physics rather than electromagnetics. Therefore, the derivation of the

material properties associated with these systems will be provided from a devices

engineering standpoint rather than an electromagnetic perspective. However, once the

material properties have been fully derived, the electromagnetic interactions between

electron systems and SPs will be explored. This will be performed in the following

chapter.

6.1 Defining QWs and 2DEGs

For much the same reasons as quoted within the first chapter, the definitions of various

solid state engineering terms are provided as a benefit to the reader unfamiliar with

such a lexicon. Moreover, these definitions are also provided in order to distinguish
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between SPs and 2DEGs, as they are inherently similar.

A Quantum Well (QW) is defined as a nano scale region of space in which the

three-dimensional motion of a particle is essentially confined to smaller dimensions.

Often quoted for one or three dimensions, these regions of confinement are often only

several nanometers long in one-dimension. This confinement is often the result of

an external potential experienced by the particle. Often applied to the negatively-

charged electron, QWS are often found in specific semiconductor devices and junc-

tions.

Two-Dimensional Electron Gases or Systems (2DEG, 2DES) are often defined

as quantum wells for electrons. They encompass very thin (often less than 5nm

thick) layers of essentially free electrons residing at the surface, or boundary, of a

homogeneous layer. One major difference between 2DEGs and the aforementioned

plasmons, is that 2DEGs are comprised of completely negative charge, or electrons.

Moreover, they do not necessarily oscillate coherently in space nor time. Therefore,

there is no wavelength or frequency associated with 2DEGs, unlike their plasmon

cousins. Sometimes referred to as surface plasmas, these systems are found within

certain types of solid state devices and transistors.

One such device is the High Electron Mobility Transistor, often abbreviated as

HEMT. Essentially a heterojunction transistor, it is comprised of a junction between

a highly donor-doped wide-bandgap material and an intrinsic, or undoped, narrow-

bandgap material. HEMTs are often utilized in high frequency or power applications,

and have seen wide industrial implementation since their theoretical proposal several

decades ago [54]. The formation of the 2DEG within a transistor is due to the

conduction band bending upon alignment of its Fermi Levels. More on Fermi Levels

and the device characteristics of HEMTs is provided later.
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6.2 History of the 2DEGs and HEMTs

The term electron gas was first used by Sommerfeld to describe the random nature of

electron motion within a metal [55]. However, its first implementation in the world

of electromagnetics came twenty years later. As it turns out, it was the same Bohm

and Pines who first described the plasmonic oscillations in a metal that used the term

electron gas to describe the free electrons within a degenerate metal [9]. Moreover,

their treatment of the system in terms of the relatively new quantum mechanical

approach would lay the groundwork for the semiconductor implementation later on.

The first to refer to these firee electrons within a two-dimensional slab system was

Ferrell in 1957 [56]. However, he did not coin the complete term. This would finally

be done by Fowler, et. al. in 1967 at IBM [57]. Fowler’s work probing magnetic-

based carrier oscillations were performed using a semiconducting material, in this case

silicon. Although Ferrell et. al. assigned this term to the surface of the silicon, the

identification of the two-dimensional electron gas, along with its plasma-like charge

oscillations under external field interaction, was complete.

The following history and development of the HEMT has been paraphrased from

Sze and Ng [54]. A more detailed and personal presentation of this history can be

found elsewhere [58].

Only two years after the naming of the 2DEG by Ferrell et. al., another team of

IBM researchers theorized the transport of electrons and holes parallel to the junction

interface of semiconductors. In 1969 it was Esaki and Tsu who proposed the modern

theory of what would become the HEMT [59]. This concept was completely unheard

of in the field of solid state physics at that time. That is, until then, the transport

of carriers within any semiconductor had been almost completely focused on the idea

of propagation through the interfaces. For example, the simplest of semiconductor

devices, the p — n junction, works via transporting carriers through the boundary

separating the two doped materials. However, the technology to produce such a
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device was not yet available. Over the next decade, the idea remained, while the slow

growth technologies of Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and Metallorganic Chemical

Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) were developed and refined.

Thus, it wasn’t until 1978 when Dingle et. al. demonstrated experimentally

the enhanced mobility in the AlGaAs/GaAs modulation-doped superlattice [60] , as

theorized by Esaki and Tsu almost a decade earlier. Moreover, similar results citing a

drastic increase in the mobility within a AlGaAs/GaAs semiconductor were presented

by Stormer et. al. later that next year [61]. However, both of these studies were

conducted using HEMTs that didn’t have the benefit of a control gate. That is, both

of these articles cited the increased mobility due to current and voltage measurements

in the absense of an external voltage, or bias. However, this did not impede the

device performance, as nominal AlGaAs/GaAs HEMTs operate in a usually ”on”

state, citing a negative threshold voltage.

It wasn’t until the year 1980 when a full-blown HEMT with a control gate was

first produced and analyzed by Mimura et. al. [62], and later by Delagebeaudeuf et.

al. [63] The importance of the latter is the recognition of the formation of the 2DEG

within the supperlattice. Coincidentally, this is also the direct cause of the increased

mobility within the intrinsic material.

The next several decades would witness a dramatic increase in the number of

scholarly articles citing the HEMT, as well as new material discoveries implement-

ing its design. A good overview of these applications and discoveries are available

elsewhere [64,65]. Today, commercially available HEMTS are used for various high

power, high frequency applications. Moreover, new material introductions including

the implementation of the nitride compounds have been explored [66]. In particular is

the nitride-based HEMTs, often employing combinations of GaN and its ternary com-

binations. Finally, HEMTs have even begun replacing MESFETs for high frequency

device applications [67].
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6.3 Physics of HEMTs

The Fermi Level of any semiconductor denotes the probabilistic energy at which

exactly half of the electrons have an energy lying above this level, and half below. The

expression governing this theoretical energy level can be derived from the net doping

of electrons and electron vacancies, or holes, within the material, and is provided

elsewhere [54,68].

The doping of a wide-bandgap material results in the artificial raising of the

Fermi level toward the conduction band. Within a HEMT, this is realized as the

highly donor-rich wide-bandgap material. The doping of this layer results in a Fermi

Level much higher than that of the narrow—bandgap semiconductor. The energy band

diagram for a typical HEMT is provided in Figure 6.1. The image on the left shows
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Figure 6.1: A typical energy band diagram for a high electron mobility transistor

before (left) and after (right) the formation of the heterojunction.

the energy bands of the two materials when separated. Notice here, that the Fermi

levels are distributed at different levels with respect to each other. When sandwiched

together, as seen in the image on the right, the two Fermi Levels align, which results

in the observed band bending. The narrow region where the Fermi Level lies above

the conduction band minimum within the intrinsic semiconductor material results in

a region of essentially free electrons, and hence, the formation of the 2DEG.

In any given HEMT, the formation of this free electron layer occurs within the

intrinsic narrow-bandgap material. Thus, the production of the 2DEG layer is not
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addressed during the semiconductor growth phase. Rather, this two-dimensional layer

simply results via the junction of the two materials.

As was highlighted in the history of such devices, the mobility present within the

2DEG layer is what sets these devices apart from other transistors. This is why it is

often utilized within high frequency devices, operating with sufficient output currents

extending into the terahertz range [69,70]. However, unlike the electromagnetic wave

discussion presented earlier, there is no simple analytical expression relating the mo-

bility within this region to the physical characteristics of the device nor its external

fields. Therefore, an experimental approach citing numerous scholarly articles and

numerical simulations, is often explored.

In any case, the mobility within any semiconductor is defined as the ratio of the

electric field vector to the drift velocity of an electron. Mathematically, this reduces

to

[72qu (6.1)

where it now defines the mobility within a semiconductor and is completely differ-

ent from the electromagnetic permeability, [1. However, since the permeability of

many real world materials is not of great concern, the Greek letter a will henceforth

represent the mobility.

Thus, the mobility plays a crucial role in the relationship between the electric

field applied across any material and the velocity of the electrons within this same

region. This also means that, once the mobility is known within a given region

experiencing an electric field, the velocity of the electrons is also known. Therefore,

the maximum operating frequency of the device can be determined analytically if its

physical dimensions are provided.

The drift velocity of an electron is simply defined as the average velocity expe-

rienced by an electron under the influence of an electric field. Since scattering is

always of concern within semiconductors, the average velocity is the best calculation
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possible for this value. Moreover, it is this drift velocity which is directly related to

the operating frequency of the device.

At this point, the total current within the 2DEG region may be derived. Within

any semiconductor, the total current is the sum of the electron and hole current

densities as

ffi = qpnnE + anVn (6.2)

J}; = quppE - quVp (63)

f= J}. + J}; (6.4)

where Jn and Jp are the electron and hole current densities, respectively, q is the

charge associated with a single electron, n and p are the spatial concentrations of

electrons and holes, and D is the diffusion constant related with each. Moreover,

these current densities presented above represent the impressed current densities,

which are directly taken into account in Equation 2.1.

The coeflicients in front of the electric field vectors in Equations 6.2 and 6.3

essentially form the total conductivity of that material as

0 = 40mm + #1919) (6-5)

This, in turn, may be related to the imaginary component of the dielectric constant

of a material via

6:6 -j% (6.6)

This relationship between the solid state device characteristics and its electromagnetic

prOperties will be used later on.

It is clear from Equations 6.2 and 6.3 that mobility is associated with both the

electrons and holes. This is the case with most all semiconductor materials, with the

electron mobility often greater than that of its hole counterpart.



The diffusion constants can be replaced via the Einstein Relation where [68]

D k T
72,2 __ B

Mn,p _ q (6‘7)

where kB is Boltzmann’s Constant and T is the material temperature.

The current within any semiconductor for some spatial coordinate has been pre-

sented in terms of the electric fields, the mobility, and the charge concentration present

at that point. With this brief introduction to semiconductor physics presented, the

simulations of such a HEMT device may be discussed.

6.4 HEMT Simulations

Over the past decade, the need to simulate ever-more complex semiconductor transis-

tors and devices has increased dramatically. The original motivation behind numerical

simulations was to avoid the costly production of complex systems by simulating the

devices first. However, with the advent of modern computers, the numerical simula-

tions of many complex semiconductor devices are now possible for a nominal cost.

Many computer simulation software currently available for device simulation im-

plements a combination of Finite Element Method (FEM) and Monte Carlo simu-

lations to perform many of the required calculations. Moreover, both of these ap—

proaches are general enough to allow for the detailed simulation of spatially and

electrically complex systems, regardless of the design specifications. One such soft-

ware package that has grown in popularity over the last several years is the ATLAS

Device Simulation Framework from Silvaco [71].

The Silvaco ATLAS software package was used to simulate a AlogGaOBN/GaN

modularly-doped HEMT. The physical device schematic with included dimensions,

along with its doping levels, are provided in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. The metal contacts

are labelled in the structure plot of Figures 6.2 and 6.3 as the three thin regions of
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Figure 6.2: Silvaco ATLAS HEMT Simulation - Physical Structure.
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Figure 6.3: Silvaco ATLAS HEMT Simulation - Doping Levels.
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white shading. The dOping of the structure was taken to be a common doping level of

1015 electrons per cm‘3. The highly donor—doped Al0.20a0.8N concentration was

chosen in order to introduce enough carriers into the wide-bandgap layer, but not

so many as to introduce erroneous scattering. The doping gradients surrounding the

source and drain contacts were introduced to account for the unique structure of these

contacts, and to enhance the 2DEG region electric field current during operation.

The device was simulated with no external fields present. Thatis, no bias voltages

between either the source-drain or gate-source were used. This resulted in an ”equi-

librium” simulation of the device. However, for this particular HEMT, the threshold

voltage remains negative. This means the device is normal turned ”on” even when

no bias voltage is applied. Thus, this application of zero bias voltage will maintain

simplicity and also provide a normally-on device.

Since the electric field can only be simulated along a one-dimensional line within

this software package, these fields were assumed to be approximately constant through-

out the lateral direction of the device. Using this simulation, the finite element mesh

simulation of both the a:- and z—directed electric fields along a central vertical slice

through the device were extrapolated. These are provided in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.

It is clear that the z—directed electric field component is much greater than the

component in the z-direction. This is primarily due to the build up of interface

charges within the two layers surrounding the 2DEG region. Moreover, in the absence

of externally applied fields, no lateral electric field would be expected. Thus, the

presence of this 117-directed electric field is attributed to the finite element nature of

the simulation.

In any semiconductor, the electric field on either side of any boundary composed

of a heterojunction must be equal. Therefore, the fact that the z-directed electric

field clearly demonstrates a discontinuity between the wide- and narrow-bandgap

layers must be inaccurate. However, upon further investigation it is clear that this is
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appearance of a discontinuity of the electric field is misleading. To prove this point,

a detailed view of the z—component electric field in the immediate region surrounding

the 2DEG layer is provided in Figure 6.6. Thus, it is clear the electric field is in

fact continuous. Thus, it is clear from the above figure that even though the HEMT
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Figure 6.6: Silvaco ATLAS HEMT Simulation - electric field component in the z-

direction, detailed view.

device was simulated in the absence of external applied electric fields via a source

voltage, the internal electric fields do still maintain noticeable magnitudes within the

device region of interest. Moreover, these fields are mainly directed upwards toward

the gate as labelled in the above figures. The :r-directed electric fields also consist of

significant magnitude, yet much smaller than the z—directed.

Since the above device is normally ”on” even for zero bias applied voltage, the

current density within the device would need to be significant. Therefore, the current

density was also simulated and is provided in the Figure 6.7. As expected, the bulk
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Figure 6.7: Silvaco ATLAS HEMT Simulation - Total current density.

of the total current density resides within the 2DEG region at the interface of the

narrow—bandgap region with the wide—bandgap one.

6.5 2DEG Permittivity

Keeping in mind the electromagnetic simulations that are to come, the relative per-

mittivities of most semiconductor materials are known as a function of doping con-

centrations, temperature, and frequencies. However, the formation of the 2DEG layer

within the HEMT device cannot be so easily determined. Thus, another approach

must be developed.

Based upon the Phenomenological Fluid Model of the Effective Mass Approxima-

tion for a free charge carrier, Hashim et. al. have derived the complex permittiv-

ity for a 2DEG layer in terms of the electromagnetic field frequency and tangential
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wavenumber present within this region [1].

62121564410 = 6 [1 - ((12:30) ( k 2)] (6-8)

m 60 (w - ’Wd) (w - kvd - J'V) - (’Wth)

where the physical constants cited above are provided in the Table 6.5 below. Thus,

 
 

Table 6.1: Physical Constants Used to Calculated Effective Permittivity of 2DEG.

Symbol Physical Meaning

6 Relative permittivity of narrow-bandgap material

q Electron charge

n30 Carrier sheet density

 

m* Effective mass of electron within narrow-bandgap material

60 Permittivity of free space

It :r—component wavenumber

0) Frequency of operation

”d Electron drift velocity

vth Electron thermal velocity

nu Carrier collision frequency

under the operating conditions cited in the simulations above, along with nomi-

nal physical constants associated with many 2DEGs [72], the complex permittivity

of the 2DEG region within the above AlGaN/GaN HEMT was determined to be

epszDEG = 5.7 — 30043 at an optical wavelength of 632.8nm.

One curious trend observed for this equation is that the inclusion of many nominal

electric field strengths, for which the electron drift velocity depends, has little to no

effect on this calculated term. Thus, the electric field strength is not required to be

known before hand when calculating this value.

Thus, the electric fields and current residing within the HEMT have been numer-

ically simulated using computational software. With this now complete, the interac-

tions between the 2DEG and SP5 may now be explored.
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Chapter 7

Interactions of SPs and 2DEGs:

Optical Frequencies

Now that the electric fields are completely known for both layered planar and pe-

riodic grating systems, and within HEMT devices, their interactions are simulated.

The vector addition property of electric fields will be heavily used to simulate these

interactions. In fact, these so—called interactions really are just the summation of

electric fields due to both the internal electric field of the HEMT and the external

applied fields due to a source or potential. Moreover, since the electric fields due

to the surface waves associated with SP8 are simulated to an arbitrary amplitude,

their relative magnitude within the HEMT and more importantly, 2DEG layer, will

be assumed enough to overcome those already simulated in the preceding chapter. A

completely planar HEMT device with one—dimensional variability will be assumed. It

will take on the values, both known directly and calculated, for the device.

7.1 Absence of HEMT Gate Contact

To begin, the same structure is assumed as presented in the previous chapter simula-

tions. However, since no bias voltage was used during the solid state simulations, the
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infinitesimally thin gate region will be temporarily removed. Moreover, the 2DEG

region will be considered its own layer with a homogeneous charge distribution, and

therefore, complex permittivity. This avoids the need to simulate the layer as a

continuously-altering permittivity for the variances in its doping level. This assump-

tion will be carried through the rest of the discussion. Finally, only the electric

field amplitudes will be presented, since the magnetic fields add very little usable

information to the structure.

In order to launch the SPs, the creation of a surface wave must take place. Thus,

the introduction of a prism-coupler above the system will be assumed. This prism

coupler consists of a glass layer of semi-infinite thickness backed with a 50nm layer of

Gold. The introduction of the Gold layer should result in a dramatic increase in the

transmitted field intensity that often corresponds to SPR. An air gap 500nm thick

will be assumed initially to reside between the prism coupler and the HEMT device

in order to observe the SP3 and their evanescent nature.

Thus, a one-dimensional device with physical characteristics presented in Table

7.1 is assumed initially [4, 72—76]. The single angle incidence plane wave magnetic

Table 7.1: One-Dimensional HEMT Device Parameters Used to Study SP-2DEG

Interactions

 

2

Layer Material d (nm) n(cm 3) pn(VC"_”—S) 0(S/cm) e’ e”

1 Prism oo 0 O 0 2.25 0

2 Gold 50 1e23 289 4.565 -12.6 1.1

3 Air 500 0 0 1 0

4 Si3N4 20 0 0 10"12 7.5 0

5 Al0.2Ga0.8N 30 1818 1000 160 5.35 0

6 2DEG (GaN) 5 1615 2000 0.32 5.7 0.043

7 GaN 20 1e15 500 0.08 5.7 0

8 6H-SiC 00 1915 350 0.056 6.9 0

field intensity, electric field intensities along both the tangential and longitudinal

directions, and the total electric field are observed for the previously labelled system
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in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. An incident angle of 43.50 was assumed, corresponding to

the SPR angle of the prism-coupler system. It is clear from Figures 7.1 and 7.2

2
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Figure 7.1: Electric field plot along the r-direction for the One-Dimensional System

of Prism Coupler suspended 500nm above the HEMT.

that the evanescent nature associated with the SP8 is still present. Moreover, their

oscillatory nature is also preserved. However, the introduction of finite layers on top

of these fields results in magnitudes which behave as sinusoidal functions instead of

exponential ones. Thus, the SP intensity actually increases along the z-direction as

one approaches the HEMT device.

As noted in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, even after 500nm of attenuation in the air layer,

the electric fields associated with the SPs produced still remain of pertinent size

within the 2DEG region. However, the z—directed electric field component is observed

to reside mainly within the air layer, resulting in a primarily tangential electric field

intensity within this 2DEG region. As a figure of merit, the total electric field is

observed to fall to roughly ten percent of its original intensity upon incidence.

This air gap thickness was chosen as a rather arbitrary value. In order to further
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Figure 7.2: Electric field plot along the z—direction for the One-Dimensional System

of Prism Coupler suspended 500nm above the HEMT.

explore this variable, this air gap is now allowed to vary between 500nm and 10nm,

as its absence will be simulated later on. The electric field intensities along both

directions across the prism—coupler, air gap, and HEMT are plotted in Figures 7.3

and 7.4. From these plots, it is clear that an air gap of 400nm corresponds to the

greatest magnitude of the electric field within the HEMT along both the tangential

and longitudinal directions. However, little variation of the fields with respect to

different distances is observed. That is, the electric fields appear to be equal in ratio,

with only their magnitude being offset.

Moreover, the :c-component electric field is clearly observed to have a much greater

intensity, especially within the 2DEG layer, compared to the z-compoennt electric

field. This is to be expected when compared to the plots in Figures 7.1 and 7.2.

The air gap thickness has lead to a discovery that a thickness of roughly 400nm

corresponds to the greatest electric field magnitude within the 2DEG region. However,

this several other critical variables can also be altered. The next most obvious choice
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Figure 7.3: Real 112-component electric field plots for the One-Dimensional System of

Prism Coupler suspended a distance d above the HEMT. Plots are shown across the

HEMT device sliced vertically.
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Figure 7.4: Real z—component electric field plots for the One-Dimensional System of

Prism Coupler suspended a distance d above the HEMT. Plots are shown across the

HEMT device sliced vertically.
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is the angle of incidence. The SPR Angle or 43.50 was chosen previously since it

corresponded to the maximum field intensity, or SPR, of the 3—layer prism coupler.

However, this angle may not correspond to the greatest field magnitude for the present

system, taking into account the several new layers. Moreover, the maximum field

intensity is sought within the 2DEG region, not the air gap. Thus, the 400nm air

gap thickness will be maintained, while the angle of incidence is varied over all of

the possible incident angles. The resultant electric field intensities within each layer

are presented in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. Although it appears that the resonance angle
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910368)

Figure 7.5: Real z-component electric field plots for the One-Dimensional System of

Prism Coupler suspended a distance 400 nm above the HEMT for various angles of

incidence. The plot is shown across the HEMT device sliced vertically.

presented in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 shows an SPR angle of 43.50, the angle corresponding

to maximum field amplitude within the 2DEG layer is 445°. Therefore, the maximum

electric fields in both the z— and z—direction occur for a 400nm air gap system and an

angle of incidence of 44.50.
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Figure 7.6: Real z-component electric field plots for the One-Dimensional System of

Prism Coupler suspended a distance 400 nm above the HEMT for various angles of

incidence. The plot is shown across the HEMT device sliced vertically.

7.2 Absence of Gate Contact and Insulator

The next system that can be simulated is that of the HEMT in the absense of an

insulator and a gate contact. Thus, this new system is identical to that quoted above,

sans the Silicon Nitride insulator layer. The field intensities within the system are

presented in Figures 7.7 and 7.8 for all possible incident angles. It is still clear that

the majority of the electromagnetic energy is contained within the air gap region. A

clear resonance is still observed, this time occurring at an incident angle of 41.7°.

The components of the fields within the HEMT device at this angle are provided in

Figures 7.9 and 7.10. Notice in both figures that the surface wave on the back of

the gold layer exhibits the evanescent nature and enhanced amplitude associated the

the SPs present in the gold. Moreover, the fields within the 2DEG region are greatly

suppressed compared with those presented earlier for the insulator present. This

can be attributed to the fact that the insertion of this Silicon Nitride layer results
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Figure 7.7: Real 112-component electric field plot for the One—Dimensional System of

Prism Coupler suspended a distance 400 mm above the HEMT without gate contact

or insulation layer.
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Figure 7.8: Real z-component electric field plot for the One-Dimensional System of

Prism Coupler suspended a distance 400 mm above the HEMT without gate contact

or insulation layer.
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Figure 7.9: Real z—component electric field plot for the One—Dimensional System of

Prism Coupler suspended a distance 400 nm above the HEMT without gate contact

or insulation layer.

  
Figure 7.10: Real 2-component electric field plot for the One-Dimensional System of

Prism Coupler suspended a distance 400 nm above the HEMT without gate contact

or insulation layer.
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in a formation of surface waves within the HEMT as well, since the the relative

permittivity of this insulator is greater than those of the HEMT layers. Thus, in its

absence, the creation of surface waves cannot exist within the HEMT.

7.3 In the Presence of a Gate Contact

In the preceding sections, the gate contact present within most transistor devices,

and therefore HEMTs, was not taken into account. The argument that the device,

usually in the ”on” position even under zero bias voltage was the basis for its removal.

However, in order to complete the real world device situations, this gate will now be

included within the discussion.

The size and make—up of the gate plays a role of considerable weight. Since

this gate will essentially screen the incoming electromagnetic waves from the 2DEG

region, its thickness cannot be so great that it absorbs the bulk of the incident energy.

Moreover, it must be thick enough to support semi-uniform fields for a given applied

voltage, thus resulting in one-dimensional constraint of the 2DEG region.

In order to satisfy both of these criteria, the gate contact will be assumed as a

gold layer of 20nm thick. This should allow for the passing of enough electromagnetic

energy so as to not interfere with the 2DEG, but also thick enough to support the

consistent field requirement. Since the complex permittivity of the gold region is

already known, the system provided in Table 7.3 will be simulated, as similar to the

above section. Taking into consideration what was previously determined to yield the

maximum electric field amplitude within the 2DEG region, the system is simulated for

an incident angle of 44.50 and a free space wavelength of 632.8nm, corresponding to

a standard Helium-Neon Laser. An air gap is still present, with a thickness of 400nm.

The resulting relative electric field intensities are presented in Figures 7.11 and 7.12.

Thus, as was seen previously, the bulk of the electromagnetic energy remains within
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Table 7.2: One-Dimensional HEMT Device Parameters Used to Study SP—2DEG

Interactions with Gold Gate Contact

2

Layer Material d(nm) n(cm—3) “n(VCTE—S) cr(S/cm) 6’ e”

 

1 Prism oo 0 0 0 2.25 0

2 Gold 50 1e23 2e9 4.5e5 -12.6 1.1

3 Air 500 0 0 1 0

4 Si3N4 20 0 0 10—12 7.5 0 l

5 Gold 20 1623 2e9 4.5e5 -12.6 1.1

6 AzmoaogN 30 1e13 1000 160 5.35 0 E

7 2DEG (GaN) 5 1e15 2000 0.32 5.7 0.043 A

8 GaN 20 1615 500 0.08 5.7 0 J

9 6H-SiC oo 1e15 350 0.056 6.9 0 ‘

 

Figure 7.11: Real z-component electric field plot for the One-Dimensional System

of Prism Coupler suspended a distance 400 mm above the HEMT with a Gold Gate

contact for 01 = 445°. The plot is shown across the HEMT device sliced vertically.
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Figure 7.12: Real z—component electric field plots for the One—Dimensional System

of Prism Coupler suspended a distance 600 nm above the HEMT with a Gold Gate

contact for 191 = 44.50. The plot is shown across the HEMT device sliced vertically.

the air gap region. The gold contact layer clearly absorbs more of the electromagnetic

energy than in the previous section, without this contact region. Therefore, the

electric fields for both tangential and longitudinal directions are vigorously damped

compared to the no—gate system. This is more clearly observed via Figures 7.13 and

7.14. It is obvious from Figures 7.13 and 7.14 that the electric fields are damped

much more so within the 2DEG region by the gold layer than with no such layer

present. With the gold contact layer present, both the a:— and z-directed electric fields

observe almost a 40—percent decrease in the electric field magnitude compared to the

same system sans the gold contact in the previous section. Therefore, although this

gold contact is a necessity in order to apply external bias voltage, it does in fact lead

to a decrease in field presence within the 2DEG region.

The reason for this is the lossy nature of the metal, whereby a larger proportion

of the energy is reflected back from this layer into the air gap. This is easily observed
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Figure 7.13: Real :r-component electric field across the HEMT, sliced vertically. Gold

gate contact of thickness 20nm is assumed, along with 01 = 44.5°.
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Figure 7.14: Real z-component electric field across the HEMT, sliced vertically. Gold

gate contact of thickness 20nm is assumed, along with 01 = 44.50.
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by the sharp increase in the field intensities within the insulator region, composed

of Silicon Nitride. With the gold layer present, the r-directed electric field sees a

roughly 25—percent increase in field intensity, while the z-directed component of the

electric field is increased by almost a factor of two.

7.4 Sapphire-Backed HEMT

The preceding sections all dealt with a nominal HEMT device assuming a GaN thick-

ness of 20nm. However, this can sometimes result in breakdown of the channel, since

the carriers can be depleted rather quickly. Thus, the introduction of a much thicker

GaN region would avoid this case. Thus, a one micron GaN thickness will now be

assumed. Furthermore, the system will be assumed backed by Sapphire, or Al203,

which is also a common substrate material for the matching of III-nitride semicon-

ductors. The new physical system constants are presented in Table 7.4. The air gap

Table 7.3: One-Dimensional HEMT Device Parameters Used to Study SP-2DEG

Interactions

 

2

Layer Material (1 (nm) n(cm 3) #n(VCT-E—§) 0(S/cm) e’ e”

1 Prism oo 0 0 0 2.25 O

2 Gold 50 1e23 2e9 4.5e5 -12.6 1.1

3 Air 400 0 0 1 0

6 Al0.2Ga0.8N 30 1e18 1000 160 5.35 0

7 2DEG (GaN) 5 1e15 2000 0.32 5.7 0.043

8 GaN 1000 1e15 500 0.08 5.7 0

9 Sapphire oo 0 0 0 3.1 0

will remain at 400nm, since this provides the maximum field enhancement, which

is solely due to the prism coupler system. The field magnitudes within each of the

layers is presented in Figures 7.15 and 7.16 for all possible incident angles. A clear

resonance angle is still observed, this time at the 6SpR angle of 43.90. Simulating

the electric field intensities within the system at this incidence angle results in Figures
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Figure 7.15: :r-component electric field magnitude across the Prism-Coupler—HEMT

system with a 1pm GaN layer on top of a Sapphire substrate.
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Figure 7.16: Real z-component electric field magnitude across the Prism-Coupler-

HEMT system with a 111m GaN layer on top of a Sapphire substrate.
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7.17 and 7.18. Once again, the creation of surface waves within the air gap results
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Figure 7.17: r-component electric field magnitude across the Prism—Coupler—HEMT

system with a 111m GaN layer on top of a Sapphire substrate at an incident angle of

439°.

in evanescent behavior. However, as with the previous section, the field intensities

within the 2DEG region are greatly suppressed, due to the absence of total internal

reflection between HEMT layers.

The system presented in Figures 7.15-7.18 may once again be simulated, but with

the thin gold contact layer replaced by insulating Silicon Nitride. This might lead to

a modestly—improved field intensity within the 2DEG region, due to the absence of a

second lossy layer. The field plots over all possible angles of incidence are presented

in Figure 7.19 and 7.20. Thus, from Figures 715,716, 7.19 and 7.20 it is clear that

with the inclusion of a large intrinsic Gallium Nitride layer backing the 2DEG region,

the fields within this layer are almost completely identical. Therefore, the conclusion

that the presence of a very thick layer of bulk intrinsic semiconductor backing the

2DEG region has little effect on the field intensities within the 2DEG is made.

The primary reason for this congruent field magnitude within the 2DEG layer
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Figure 7.18: Real z—component electric field magnitude across the Prism-Coupler—

HEMT system with a 111m GaN layer on top of a Sapphire substrate at an incident

angle of 439°.
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Figure 7.19: r—component electric field magnitude across the Prism—Coupler—HEMT

system with a 1pm GaN layer on top of a Sapphire substrate. Gold contact layer is

now replaced with Silicon Nitride.
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Figure 7.20: r—component electric field magnitude across the Prism-Coupler—HEMT

system with a 1pm GaN layer on top of a Sapphire substrate. Gold contact layer is

now replaced with Silicon Nitride.

is due to the extremely small thickness of the gold. Undoubtedly, if this layer was

increased in thickness, a greater discrepancy between the electric field magnitudes

within the 2DEG region would be observed.

7.5 Simple HEMT Device

The previous two sections both dealt with the introduction of an air gap separating

a prism-coupler and the HEMT device. The first of these systems allowed for the

introduction of an enhanced-field surface wave, while the second introduced the 2DEG

region. It was clearly observed that, although this air gap introduced a free space

region where the surface wave intensity dropped off evanescently, it did result in a

relatively high electric field intensity within this 2DEG layer. This was primarily due

to the enhancement from the prism-coupler system.

A much simpler system would involve simply a HEMT in the absense of the prism-
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coupler system. In order to produce the surface waves within the HEMT itself, it is

necessary to create total internal reflection. Thus, since the Silicon Nitride layer

has inherently greater relative permittivity than the Al0_2Ga0_8N layer, then total

internal reflection may occur for a specific set of angles.

As described earlier, the one-dimensional system under consideration is provided

below. The choice of an insulator with a high enough relative permittivity in order

to observe total internal reflection was chosen so that this critical angle would not

approach grazing conditions. The material and physical characteristics of the new,

much simpler HEMT system, are provided in Table 7.5. The system above implies

Table 7.4: One-Dimensional HEMT Device Parameters Used to Study SP-2DEG

Interactions, simple HEMT device

2

Layer Material d(nm) n(cm—3) pn(VC’%—S-) 0(S/cm) 6’ c”

 

1 Si3N4 oo 0 0 10-12 7.5 0

2 AzmaaofiN 30 1818 1000 160 5.35 0

3 2DEG (GaN) 5 1815 2000 0.32 5.7 0.043

4 GaN 20 1615 500 0.03 5.7 0

5 6H—SiC oo 1e15 350 0.056 6.9 0

a critical angle between the first and third layers of 57.60. Thus, surface waves, and

thus, SPs, may only exist above this angle of incidence. In order to determine the

angle of incidence corresponding to the greatest surface wave intensity, plots of the :1:-

and z-directed electric fields across this device for the various angles of incidence are

presented in Figures 7.21 and 7.22. Notice in Figure 7.22 the z-component electric

field magnitude within the 2DEG region reaches its maximum intensity at an angle

of incidence of roughly 64°. This is in sharp contrast to the r-directed electric field,

which has its maximum magnitude at normal incidence, with a much less pronounced

local maximum at roughly 75°. Therefore, it would appear the surface waves which

result from this system do not yield such high electric field magnitudes as in the

previous systems. However, this is not the case, in that both the z- and z-directed
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Figure 7.21: :r-component electric field Across the simple HEMT, sliced vertically for

various angles of incidence.
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Figure 7.22: Real z—component electric field Across the simple HEMT, sliced vertically

for various angles of incidence.
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fields do reach as high magnitudes as in the previous systems at both of these angles.

This is more readily apparent in Figures 7.23 and 7.24, showing the electric fields

across the system at the two angles previously mentioned. Thus, it is clear that
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Figure 7.23: :c-component electric field Across the simple HEMT, sliced vertically for

angles of incidence of 64° and 75°.

an incident angle of 75° produces the greatest z—directed electric field component.

This could in turn be used as a control mechanism to act as an external bias field

controlling the ” on/off” switch of the HEMT device. This would result in a much

simpler HEMT device, without the need for a gate contact controlling field. Moreover,

the :r-directed field is observed to have much the same magnitude as with the previous

simulated systems.

Finally, this gold gate contact has once again been avoided in the previous section,

since it would its only duty pertaining to the Operation of the HEMT is to control

this ”on/off” device performance. For completeness purposes, this gold gate contact

is now replaced and the fields are once again simulated within this simple HEMT

system for all possible angles of incidence. Thus, it appears from Figures 7.25 and
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Figure 7.24: Real z-cornponent electric field Across the simple HEMT, sliced vertically

for angles of incidence of 64° and 75°.
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Figure 7.25: r-component electric field Across the simple HEMT, sliced vertically for

all angles of incidence. Gold gate contact layer of 20nm is present.
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Figure 7.26: Real z—component electric field Across the simple HEMT, sliced vertically

for all angles of incidence. Gold gate contact layer of 20nm is present.

7.26 that both the r- and z-directed electric fields have maxima occurring at the same

incident angle of exactly 80°. This is more clearly observed in Figures 7.27 and 7.28

showing the electric field magnitude in both directions for this angle of incidence.

The previous section highlighted the increased absorption of electromagnetic energy

upon the introduction of a gold contact layer, resulting in a decrease electric field

magnitude within the 2DEG region. However, as is clear from the above figures, the

introduction of a gold contact layer in this case results in an enhanced field magnitude

within the 2DEG layer.

This phenomenon is similar to the introduction of the gold layer onto the back

of the prism-coupler system for total internal reflection. In that case, the maximum

electric field magnitude within the transmission region was a factor of two, due to the

total internal reflection of the fields and the necessary equality of the fields across the

boundary. However, once the metal was introduced, a much greater field intensity

resulted.
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Figure 7.27: sit—component electric field Across the simple HEMT, sliced vertically for

an angle of incidence of 80°. Gold gate contact layer of 20nm is present.
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Figure 7.28: Real z-component electric field Across the simple HEMT, sliced vertically

for an angle of incidence of 80°. Gold gate contact layer of 20nm is present.
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The same phenomenon is occurring here in the HEMT system. The introduction

of a metallic layer results in a much greater coupling of the SPs to the back side of

this region and, hence, a much greater electric field intensity. Quantitatively, the in-

troduction of this gold contact layer results in an enhanced r-component electric field

of approximately 50percent, while the z-directed electric field magnitude observes

an more reasonable increase of ahnost 10-percent. Thus, the introduction of a gold

contact layer greatly enhances the tangential electric field vector, yet has little effect

on the z-directed counterpart.

Thus, the argument for the avoidance of the gate contact layer appears valid.

Since the only role of the gate contact layer is to provide external biased fields in

order to mitigate between the ”on” and ”Ofl” switching of the device, and that the

z—directed electric field can be used to perform the same task to an arbitrary field

intensity, it may be removed altogether. Moreover, this z-directed electric field may

be used as a switch of sorts for the device performance handling.

However, one must remember that every electromagnetic wave carries with it both

spatial and time-dependent oscillations. Therefore, to say that the switching of the

device may be mediated by the incident electromagnetic wave in the same sense as a

contact gate voltage is incorrect. This becomes even more true when the wavelength

Of the incident wave reaches the optical spectrum. This has to do with the frequency

of the radiation.

As was highlighted in the previous chapter, the maximum Operating frequency

Of most HEMTs lies somewhere in the Gigahertz to single Terahertz regime. Thus,

the Optical switching of such a device is, at this point in history, not reasonable

since the frequency Of Optical electromagnetic radiation lies in the Petahertz range,

or more than one thousand Terahertz. Moreover, the switching of such devices is

Often mediated by a DC signal. Thus, the switching of such a device is assigned to

absurdity. However, the interactions Of a HEMT device with these high frequencies
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must also be addressed. The following chapter will deal with the same SP-2DEG

interactions, but this time within the Gigahertz-tO-Terahertz range.
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Chapter 8

Interactions of SPs and 2DEGS:

Far Infrared Frequencies

Electromagnetic waves with frequencies in the single Terahertz regime, also referred to

as far-infrared radiation, have seen a dramatic increase in their use in medical imaging

and academics over the past several decades. Moreover, their increasing use in the

digital communications industry had led to much interest in their implementations.

The following chapter will again probe the interactions of SPs with 2DEGs within

one-dimensional HEMT devices.

In order to study the interactions between SP3 and 2DEGs once more, but this

time using wavelengths on the order of a millimeter, the physical properties of the

layers must be well-known. Thus, the permittivities of each layer must be first devel-

Oped.

8.1 Permittivity of Gold and 2DEG

The permittivity of various metals has been calculated by Ordal et. al. using the

standard Drude model. This results in a complex permittivity of gold Of (—0.98 +

j2.60) x 105 for a wavelength Of118 pm [77].
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The choice of wavelength coincides with the radiation condition proposed by

Hashim et. al. for a 2.5 THz electromagnetic wave [32].

Right away, the extremely high relative permittivities for both the real and imag-

inary components signals dramatic signal attenuation. Therefore, one would expect

the fields to vanish almost completely through a gold layer only a few nanometers

thick. Thus, the prism-coupler system no longer serves its primary purpose of pro-

ducing enhanced amplitude surface waves, and only the HEMT will be discussed in

this chapter.

The relative permittivity of the 2DEG region must also be calculated at this wave-

length. Thus, performing similar calculations as previously, the complex permittivity

within the 2DEG layer becomes 6 = 4.84 — 3004.

To begin, the system under consideration is the same as described by Hashim et.

al. consisting of a one-dimensional HEMT structure, but this time composed Of Al-

GaN/GaN instead of the arsenic-based HEMT cited. Although this is not necessarily

the same components as in the cited work, the basic device is similar and should pose

similar results. The introduction of a space charge layer due to polarization charges

lying in the interface between the nitrides will be discussed later on.

8.2 Interactions at the Plasma Frequency

The system now under simulation is provided in the table below. Physical constants

and known values are provided where available. Since no physical characteristics other

than the total dimensions Of the metal contact regions were provided by Hashim, the

physical constants assumed from before will be continued here. NO insulating layer

above the gate region is assumed, in order to stay consistent with the referenced

work. Without the presense of the insulator, the total internal reflection case is

not necessarily met. However, since the gold gate layer poses such a large relative
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Table 8.1: One-Dimensional HEMT Device Parameters Used to Study SP-2DEG

Interactions, as proposed by Hashim et. al.

2

Layer Material d(nm) n(cm—'3) pMfi’E—s) 0(S/cm) 6’ e”

 
1 Air 00 0 0 0 1 0

2 Gold 20 1e23 0 4.7e6 -9.8e4 2.6e5

3 AlO_2Ga0‘8N 30 1618 1000 160 5.06 0

4 2DEG (GaN) 5 1e15 2000 0.32 4.84 -004

5 GaN 20 1615 500 0.08 4.84 0

6 6H—SiC 00 1615 350 0.056 6.5 0

permittivity, with both the real and imaginary components being on the order of ten—

thousand, much reflection does still occur. Since the angle Of incidence appears to be

arbitrary at this point, the electric field magnitudes will be plotted for all possible

angles Of incidence. These appear in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. Thus, it appears that
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Figure 8.1: r—component electric field Across the Hashim Nitride-Based HEMT, sliced

vertically for all angles of incidence. Gold gate contact layer Of 20nm is present.

the fields within the 2DEG layer, regardless of angle of incidence will be much less
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Figure 8.2: Real z-component electricfield Across the Hashim Nitride-Based HEMT,

sliced vertically for all angles of incidence. Gold gate contact layer of 20nm is present.

than that compared to the optical excitation radiation from the previous section.

Therefore, the presense of SPs as excited by the Terahertz radiation is not readily

apparent from these simulations.

However, the gold contact layer may be replaced with the Silicon Nitride insu-

lator layer in order to avoid this drastic decrease in field intensity. Thus, the new

system under consideration is provided in Table 8.2. As with most of the previ—

Table 8.2: One-Dimensional HEMT Device Parameters Used to Study SP-2DEG

Interactions, as proposed by Hashim et. al.

2

Layer Material d(nm) n(cm—3) un(‘§—m_—s) 0(S/cm) 6, 6”

 

1 Air 00 0 0 0 1 0

2 Si3N4 20 0 0 0 4.0 0

3 Al0.2Ga0_8N 30 1618 1000 160 5.06 0

4 2DEG (GaN) 5 1815 2000 0.32 4.84 -0.04

5 GaN 20 1615 500 0.08 4.84 0

6 6H-SiC 00 1615 350 0.056 6.5 0
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Figure 8.3: :c-component electric field Across the Hashim Nitride—Based HEMT, sliced

vertically for all angles of incidence. Gold gate contact layer is absent, but a Silicon

Nitride layer of 20nm thickness is present.
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Figure 8.4: Real z-component electric field Across the Hashim Nitride-Based HEMT,

sliced vertically for all angles of incidence. Gold gate contact layer is absent, but a

Silicon Nitride layer of 20nm thickness is present.
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ous instances, the resonance of the z-component electric field enhancement occurs at

roughly 58°. One would expect to Observe surface waves within the HEMT system

at this angle. However, upon inspection, the fields are observed to demonstrate plane

wave characteristics. This again is the case since both the r— and z—components of

the wavevector within the HEMT device are completely real. Thus, the creation of

surface waves within the Hashim et. al. HEMT structure is either not realizable for

realistic amplitudes within the 2DEG region assuming a gold contact gate, or they

are not created at all with just the insulator present.

However, returning once again to the idea Of the air gap region, surface waves

can exist within the 2DEG region, although not with the same enhancement factor

as previously quoted. Nevertheless, the introduction of this air region does result in

surface waves whose amplitudes extend into the HEMT. This is presented in Figures

8.5 and 8.6 for all angles Of incidence. Thus, the creation Of surface waves within
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Figure 8.5: :r—component electric field magnitude across the Hashim Nitride-Based

HEMT with a prism suspended 400nm above , sliced vertically for all angles of inci—

dence. Silicon Nitride layer of 20nm thickness is present.
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Figure 8.6: Real z—component electric field magnitude across the Hashim Nitride-

Based HEMT with a prism suspended 400nm above , sliced vertically for all angles

Of incidence. Silicon Nitride layer Of 20nm thickness is present.

the air gap, whose amplitudes extend into the HEMT device, are possible upon the

introduction of a higher refractive index semi-infinite layer suspended a small distance

above the transistor device.
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Chapter 9

Device Applications

The systems simulated in the previous chapters all dealt with the theoretical interac-

tions between the electric fields produced by SP3 and those inherent to 2DEG regions

within one-dimensional devices. However, many Of these were simulated in the optical

regime, most Often where SPs are Observed, yet the normal operation of any HEMT

has yet to climb past the 10 THz cutoff. Thus, the direct incorporation of these fields

due to SP3 within the 2DEG region has little promise for optical frequencies. This

does not exclude, however, the resonant coupling between the optical excitation of

SP8 or plasmons within the 2DEG region at Terahertz frequencies. Moreover, these

interactions have been proven to exist just outside the Optical wavelengths citing

Meziani and Shaner [2, 3,78].

The phase velocity associated with electromagnetic fields and surface waves is the

primary physical constraint used in many of the following devices. The phase velocity

of any electromagnetic wave is given by the ratio of the frequency Of the wave and its

tangential wavevector, up 2 01/163. Thus, if the channel length and frequency of the

incident wave are known, the maximum operational frequency of the device can be

calculated. Moreover, if the plasma oscillation frequency is known, this could be used

as a coupling mechanism to extend the working frequency of the solid state device
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above the standard frequency cutoff.

The plasma oscillation frequency is given in terms Of the harmonics within the

2DEG channel and can be calculated if the gate length (LG) and plasma velocity

fr = Q—nLg—llvp (9.1)

As stated in the previous chapter, this has already been proven by Hashim et.

(up) are known using [33]

al. and Lu et. al. for a standard GaAs—based HEMTs [32,33]. However, Hashim

cited a noticeable improvement Of only several milliamps when the device is excited

with THz radiation above the cutoff frequency Of the device. Thus, for high power

applications, this does not present a clear improvement on the device performance.

However, the introduction of the radiation from the back side of the device, where

the lossy nature Of the gate contact does not impede the surface wave amplitude, was

quoted by Lu et. al. Moreover, the removal of this gate contact due to its extremely

lossy nature would also avoid this tremendous decrease in field strength. Although,

this would also inhibit the internal control of the device performance via an external

bias.

9.1 Surface Charge Detection

The fundamental Operational mechanism inherent to all SPR-based biosensors is their

sensing of a change in refractive index of the system. As proteins bond with one

another, a slight change in the SPR angle, due to a change in relative permittivity, is

recorded. This signal is then processed along with thousands of others to record a the

binding rates, affinities, and characteristics of these proteins. However, as was stated

earlier, the overall throughput Of these systems is low, due to the normalization Of

thousands’of binding sites. Returning to the premise of this work, the idea Of placing

a transistor behind each binding site and recording the interactions for every site
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would dramatically improve the throughput of such a sensor.

A novel HEMT device employing SP-sensing characteristics might follow a sim-

ilar schematic presented below. An array of HEMTs sans gate contacts would have

incident upon them an electromagnetic wave resulting in an enhanced electric field

strength within the 2DEG region. An air gap would be present separating the HEMT

from a higher refractive index packaging material. Through this air gap would flow

some gas or liquid that is meant to interact with the protein present at each site. A

schematic Of this device is presented in Figure 9.1.

 

 

 

Figure 9.1: Proposed Surface Charge Detection Device

During binding between the molecules and the AlGaN, surface charges would be

exchanged. These surface charges would create electron-hole pairs. With an applied

voltage between drain and source contacts, these charges would in turn be registered

by the each HEMT as an electrical signal. Thus, this device would act as a surface
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charge detection transistor.

Another related device that utilizes the external electromagnetic radiation could

be used to sense the interactions between protein pairs. This device is provided

in Figure 9.2. An electromagnetic wave with Optical range wavelength is incident

n-AiGaN

 

Figure 9.2: Proposed Binding Kinematics Detection Device

from outside of the packaging layer. A thin metal layer is also present just inside the

higher refractive index layer essentially forming a Kretschmann-Raether configuration

backed by a HEMT. Once again, gas or liquid Of some sort is allowed to pass through

the air gap region. Instead of registering the Optical signal via reflectance Of the

electromagnetic wave, the enhanced electric fields within the HEMT are registered

between the source and drain contacts. A change in field strength between contacts

will be registered for varying permittivities present within the air gap layer.

Only within the past decade has the design and production of Terahertz-based
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HEMTs been achieved. Moreover, the research tied to the area of SPs has seen

continued growth over the past half century. However, it has only recently that the

interactions between the two have begun to be studied. Therefore, continued research

in this area of electromagnetic and electronic engineering must remain.
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Appendix A: MATLAB Codes

A.1 TM Polarized N-Layer Reflection and Trans-

mission 1....

1D (Planar) N-Layer P-Polarization (TM)

clear all ;‘

close all

eps = [2.25 complex(-12.6,1.1) 1]; XRelative permittivity

d = 10‘-9*[O 50 0]; ZLayer thickness matrix

[epsr,epsc] = size(eps); Zepsc reports number of layers

lambdaO = 632.8*10“-9; ZFree space wavelength

k = 2*pi/lambda0; XFree space wavevector

e = exp(1);

i = complex(0,1);

to = 180*asin(sqrt(eps(epsc)/eps(1)))/pi;

tmin = 0;

tmax = 90;

tdmin = 40;

tdmax = 50;

nt 2000;

dt (tmax-tmin)/nt;  
tj = O;

for t = tmin:dt:tmax;

tj=tj+1

Mtot = [1 0;0 11;

for n = 1:1:epsc;

kz(n) = k*sqrt(eps(n) -

eps(1)*(sin(t*pi/180))‘2);

Kz(n) = kz(n)/eps(n);

if ((n > 1) && (n < epsc))
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M(:,:,n) = [cos(kz(n)*d(n))

(sin(kz(n)*d(n)))/(Kz(n));-Kz(n)*

(sin(kz(n)*d(n))) cos(kz(n)*d(n))l;

Mtot = M(:,:,n)*Mtot;

end

end

rp = -(Kz(1)*Kz(epsc)*Mtot(1,2)+Mtot(2,1)

-i*Kz(epsc)*Mtot(1,1)+i*Kz(1)*Mtot(2,2))

/(Kz(1)*Kz(epsc)*Mtot(1,2)-Mtot(2,1)+

i*Kz(epsc)*Mtot(1,1)+i*Kz(1)*Mtot(2,2));

tp = 2*i*Kz(1)*sqrt(eps(1,1)/eps(1,epsc))

/(Kz(1)*Kz(epsc)*Mtot(1,2)-Mtot(2,1)+

i*Kz(epsc)*Mtot(1,1)+i*Kz(1)*Mtot(2,2));

Rp = conj(rp)*rp;

Tp (kz(epsc)/kz(1))*conj(tp)*tp;

figure(1)

plot(t,real(tp),’.’,t,imag(tp),’+’)

xlabe1(’Theta (deg)’);

ylabel(’Rp and Tp’);

title(’p-Polarization’);

hold on

end

hold off

A.2 TM Polarized Gaussian Weighted Sum of Plane

Waves for Two-Layer System

clear all

close all

ZUser Input

lambdaO = 632.8*10“-9; ZFree space wavelength

k0 = 2*pi/1ambda0; ZFree space wavenumber

phi = O; ZAzimuthal angle

theta = 45; ZPolar angle

eps1 = 1; ZRelative permittivity of medium 1

epsZ = 1; ZRelative permittivity of medium 2

L 9.15*lambda0; ZEffective size of envelope

W L/16; ZGaussian beam width

%Physical Constants
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i = complex(0,1);

pi = 3.14159265;

e = exp(1);

ZCalculations

k1 = k0*sqrt(epsl);

k2 = k0*sqrt(eps2);

k0x = k1*cos(pi*phi/180)*sin(pi*theta/180);

kOy = k1*sin(pi*phi/180)*sin(pi*theta/180);

k02 = k1*cos(pi*theta/180);

xmin = -L/2;

xmax = L/2;

nx = 100;

dX = (xmax-xmin)/nx;

zmin = -L/2;

zmax = L/2;

nz = nx;

d2 = (zmax-zmin)/nz;

xj = 0;

ZFor loop summing over all kx and ky values

for x = xminzdxzxmax

xj = xj + 1

Y=0;

ZJ'=;

for z = zminzdzzzmax

zj = zj + 1;

Hysum = O;

Hyrsum = 0;

Hytsum = O;

Exsum = O;

Exrsum - O,

Extsum — 0,

Ezsum = 0,

Ezrsum - 0,

Eztsum - 0,

for kx = -k1:2*pi/L:k1

for ky = -sqrt((k1)‘2-(kx)“2):2*pi/L:

sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)‘2)

klz = sqrt((k1)‘2-(kx)“2-(ky)“2);

k2z = sqrt((k2)“2-(kx)“2-(ky)“2);

if ((k12*eps2 + k2z*epsl) == 0)

rp = 1;
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else

end

if(

else

end

end

end

Hy1(zj,xj)

Hy2(zj,xj)

Ex1(zj,xj)

Ex2(zj,xj)

Ezl(zj,xj)

Ez2(zj,xj)

end

end

xj = O;

for x = xminzdxzxmax

xj = xj + 1;

rp = (klz*ep82 - k2z*epsl)/

(klz*eps2 + k2z*eps1);

tp = 2*klz*eps2/

(klz*eps2 + k2z*epsl);

z<= 0)

Hysum = e“(i*(kx*x+ky*y+k1z*z))*

e“(-(((kx-k0x)“2+(ky-k0y)“2)*W“2)/2)

+Hysum;

Hyrsum = rp*e“(i*(kx*x+ky*y-klz*z))

*e“(-(((kx-k0x)“2+(ky-k0y)“2)*W‘2)/2)

+Hyrsum;

Exsum = (klz/sqrt((kx)‘2+(klz)“2))

*Hysum+Exsum;

Exrsum= (klz/sqrt((kx)“2+(klz)“2))

*Hyrsum+Exrsum;

Ezsum = (-kx/sqrt((kx)‘2+(klz)“2))

*Hysum+Ezsum;

Ezrsum = (-kx/sqrt((kx)“2+(klz)“2))

*Hyrsum+Ezrsum;

if (z > O)

Hytsum = tp*e‘(i*(kx*x+ky*y+k2z*z))

*e“(-(((kx-k0x)‘2+(ky-k0y)“2)*W“2)/2)

+Hytsum;

Extsum = sqrt(epsl/eps2)*

(k2z/sqrt((kx)“2+(k22)‘2))*Hytsum+Extsum;

Eztsum = sqrt(epsl/eps2)*

(-kx/sqrt((kx)“2+(k2z)“2))*Hytsum+Eztsum;

rea1(Hysum + Hyrsum);

real(Hytsum);

real(Exsum + Exrsum);

real(Extsum);

rea1(Ezsum + Ezrsum);

real(Eztsum);
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zj = 0;

for z = 2min dz zmax

zj = zj + 1;

if (2 <= 0)

Hy(zj,xj) = Hy1(zj,xj);

Ex(zj,xj) = Ex1(2j.Xj);

Ez(zj,xj) = Ezl(zj,xj);

elseif (z > 0)

Hy(zj,xj) = Hy2(zj,xj);

Ex(zj,xj) Ex2(2j,xj);

Ez(zj,xj) Ez2(Zj,Xj);

end

E(zj,xj) = sqrt((Ex(zj,xj).“2)

+(Ez(zj,xj).‘2));

end

end

x = 10“6*xmin:10“6*dx:10‘6*xmax;

z = 10“6*zmin:10“6*dz:10“6*zmax;

xj = 1:1:(xmax-xmin)/dx+1;

21' =st

figure(1)

pcolor(x,z,Ex(zj,xj))

shading interp

colorbar

colormap gray

xlabel(’x (\mu{m})’)

ylabel(’z (\mufm})’)

figure(2)

pcolor(x,z,Ez(zj,xj))

shading interp

colorbar

colormap gray

x1abel(’x (\mu{m})’)

ylabel(’z (\mu{m})’)

figure(3)

pcolor(x,z,E(zj,xj))

shading interp

tit1e(’Etot’)

colorbar

figure(4)
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quiver(x,z,Ex(zj,xj),Ez(zj,xj))

shading interp

tit1e(’E-vector’)

colorbar

figure(5)

pcolor(x,z,Hy(zj,xj))

shading interp

tit1e(’Hy’)

colorbar

A.3 TM Polarized Gaussian Weighted Sum of Plane

Waves for N-Layer System

clear all

close all

format long

ZUser Input

epsO = 8.85*10“-12;

eps = [2.25 complex(-12.6,1.1) 1]; ZRelative premittivity

[epsr,epsc] = size(eps);

d = 10“-9*[0 50 O]; ZThickness of each layer

theta = 43.6; XPolar angle

phi = 0; ZAzimuthal angle

lambdaO = 632.8*10‘-9; ZFree space incident wave wavelength

k0 = 2*pi/1ambda0; XIncident wavenumber in free space

C = 2.997*10“8;

omega = c*k0;

L 9.15*1ambda0; XEffective size of gaussian incidence

W L/16; ZGaussian beam width

ZPhysical Constants

i = complex(0,1);

pi = 3.14159265;

e = exp(1);

ZCalculations

k1 = k0*sqrt(eps(1));

kxO = k1*cos(pi*phi/180)*sin(pi*theta/180);

kyO = k1*sin(pi*phi/180)*sin(pi*theta/180);
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kzO = k1*cos(pi

xmin -L/2;

xmax = L/2;

nx = 100;

dx = (xmax-xmin

— sum(d);

-L/2;

zmax = L/2;

nz = nx;

dz = (zmax-zmin

E
N d
'

H
'
O

a
r
t

0
1

zsum(1) = O;

for zj = 2:1:ep

zsum(zj) =

end

kj = O;

for kx = -k1:2*

for ky -s

kj = kj

Mtot(1,

Mtot(2,

Mtot(1,

Mtot(2,

for nj

k(n

kz(

Kz(

if

end

end

end

end

for kj = 1:1:kj

*theta/180);

)/nx;

)/nz;

sc;

zsum(zj-l) + d(Zj);

pi/szl

qrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2):2*pi/L:sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2)

+1;

1,kj) = 1;

1,kj) = 0;

2,kj) = 0;

2,kj) = 1;

= 1:1:epsc

j) = k0*sqrt(eps(nj));

nj,kj) = sqrt((k(nj))“2-(kx)‘2-(ky)“2);

nj,kj) = kz(nj,kj)/eps(nj);

((nj > 1) && (nj < epsc))

M(:,:,nj,kj) = [cos(kz(nj,kj)*d(nj))

sin(kz(nj,kj)*d(nj))/KZ(nj.kj);

-Kz(nj,kj)*sin(kz(nj,kj)*d(nj)).

cos(kz(nj,kj)*d(nj))1;

if Kz(nj,kj) ==

M(1,2,nj,kj) = 1;

end

Mtot(:,:,kj) = M(:,:,nj,kj)*Mtot(:,:,kj);
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if (Kz(1,kj)*Kz(epsc,kj)*Mtot(1,2,kj)-Mtot(2,1,kj)+

i*Kz(epsc,kj)*Mtot(1,1,kj)+i*Kz(1,kj)*Mtot(2,2,kj)) == 0

rP(ki) = 1;

tp(kj) = O;

tp0(kj) = 0;

else

rp(kj) = -(Kz(1,kj)*Kz(epsc,kj)*

Mtot(1,2,kj)+Mtot(2,1,kj)-i*Kz(epsc,kj)*Mtot(1,1,kj)+

i*Kz(1,kj)*Mtot(2,2,kj))/(Kz(1,kj)*Kz(epsc,kj)

*Mtot(1,2,kj)-Mtot(2,1,kj)+i*Kz(epsc,kj)

*Mtot(1,1,kj)+i*Kz(1,kj)*Mtot(2,2,kj));

tp(kj) = 2*i*Kz(1,kj)*sqrt(eps(1)/eps(epsc))/

(Kz(1,kj)*Kz(epsc,kj)*Mtot(1,2,kj)-

Mtot(2,1,kj)+i*Kz(epsc,kj)*Mtot(1,1,kj)+

i*Kz(1,kj)*Mtot(2,2,kj));

tp0(kj) = 2*i*Kz(1,kj)*e‘(-j*kz(epsc,kj)*ztot)/

(Kz(1,kj)*Kz(epsc,kj)*Mtot(1,2,kj)-Mtot(2,1,kj)+

i*Kz(epsc,kj)*Mtot(1,1,kj)+i*Kz(1,kj)*Mtot(2,2,kj));

end

Rp(kj) = real(conj(rp(kj))*rp(kj));

Tp(kj) = real((kz(epsc,kj)/kz(1,kj))*conj(tp(kj))*tp(kj));

end

y = 0;

xj = 0;

ZFor loop summing over all potential kx and ky values

for x = xminzdxzxmax

xj = xj + 1

zj = O;

for z = zmin:dz:zsum(1)

zj = zj + 1;

kj = 0;

Hysum =

Exsum =

Ezsum =

HOSum =

EOSum = ,

for kx = -k1:2*pi/L:k1

for ky = -sqrt((k1)‘2-(kx)“2)22*pi/L:

sqrt((k1)‘2-(kx)“2)

kj = kj + 1;

Hysum = (e‘(j*kz(1,kj)*z)-rp(kj)*

e“(-j*kz(1,kj)*z))*e“(i*(kx*x+ky*y))*

e“(-(((kx-kxO)“2+(ky-ky0)‘2)*W‘2)/2)

+ Hysum;

I

I

O

i

e

9

0
0
0
0
0
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end

for

Exsum = (kz(1,kj)/sqrt((kx)“2+(kz(1,kj))“2))

*(Kz(1,kj)/(omega*epsO))*(e‘(j*kz(1,kj)*z)

+rp(kj)*e“(-j*kz(1,kj)*z))*e“(i*(kx*x+ky*y))

*e“(-(((kx-kx0)‘2+(ky-ky0)‘2)*W“2)/2) + Exsum;

Ezsum = (-kx/sqrt((kx)“2+(kz(1,kj))“2))*

(kx/(omega*epsO*eps(1)))*(e“(j*kz(1,kj)*z)

+rp(kj)*e‘(-j*kz(1,kj)*z))*e‘(i*(kx*x+ky*y))

*e“(-(((kx-kxO)“2+(ky-ky0)“2)*W“2)/2) + Ezsum;

HOsum = e“(-(((kx-kxO)“2+(ky-ky0)‘2)*W“2)/2)

+ HOsum;

EOsum = sqrt(conj((kz(1,kj)/sqrt((kx)‘2+

kz(1,kj))“2))*(Kz(1,kj)/(omega*epsO))).*

(kz(1,kj)/sqrt((kx)‘2+(kz(1,kj))“2))*

(Kz(1,kj)/(omega*epsO)) +

conj(C-kx/sqrt((kx)‘2+(kz(1,kj))‘2))*

(kx/(omega*epsO*eps(1)))).*(-kx/sqrt((kx)“2+

(kz(1,kj))“2))*(kx/(omega*epsO*eps(1))))*

e“(-(((kx-kxO)“2+(ky-ky0)“2)*W‘2)/2) + EOsum;

end

end

Hy(zj,xj) = Hysum;

Ex(zj,xj) = Exsum;

Ez(zj ,xj) = Ezsum;

E(zj,xj) = sqrt(conj(Ex(zj,xj)).*Ex(zj,xj)

+ conj(Ez(zj,xj)).*Ez(zj,xj));

HO = HOsum;

E0 = EOsum;

nj 2:1:epsc-1

for z = zsum(nj-l):dz:zsum(nj)

zj = zj + 1;

Hysum = O;

Exsum =

Ezsum =

kj = 0;

for kx = -k1:2*pi/L:k1

for ky = -sqrt((k1)‘2-(kx)‘2):2*pi/L:

sqrt((k1)‘2-(kx)‘2)

0;

0;

kj = kj + 1;

BC(1,1,1,kj) = 1-rp(kj);

BC(2,1,1,kj) = j*Kz(1,kj)*

(1+rp(kj));

BC(:,:,nj,kj) = M(:,:,nj,kj)*

BC(:,:,nj-1,kj);

if Kz(nj,kj) ==
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Hysum = (BC(1,1,nj-1,kj)

*cos(kz(nj,kj)*(z-zsum(nj-1))))

*e“(i*(kx*x+ky*y))*e“(-(((kx-kxO)‘2+

(ky-kyO)“2)*W“2)/2) + Hysum;

Ezsum = (-kx/sqrt((kx)“2+(kz(nj,kj))“2))

*(kx/(omega*eps(nj)*epsO))*

(BC(1,1,nj-1,kj)*cos(kz(nj,kj)*

(z-zsum(nj-1))))*e“(i*(kx*x+ky*y))*

e“(-(((kx-kxO)“2+(ky-ky0)“2)*W‘2)/2)

+ Ezsum;

else

Hysum = (BC(1,1,nj-1,kj)*cos(kz(nj,kj)*

(z-zsum(nj-1)))+(BC(2,1,nj-1,kj)/

Kz(nj,kj))*sin(kz(nj,kj)*(z-zsum(nj-1))))*

e“(i*(kx*x+ky*y))*e“(-(((kx-kxO)‘2+

(ky-kyO)‘2)*W“2)/2) + Hysum;

Ezsum = (-kx/sqrt((kx)‘2+

(kz(nj,kj))“2))*

(kx/(omega*eps(nj)*epsO))*

(BC(1,1,nj-1,kj)*cos(kz(nj,kj)*

(z-zsum(nj-1)))+(BC(2,1,nj-1,kj)

/Kz(nj,kj))*sin(kz(nj,kj)*

(z-zsum(nj-1))))*e“(1*(kx*x+ky*y))*

e“(-(((kx-kxO)“2+(ky-ky0)“2)*w*2)/2)

+ Ezsum;

end

Exsum = (kz(nj,kj)/sqrt((kx)“2+

(kz(nj,kj))“2))*(-j/(omega*epsO))*

(BC(2,1,nj-1,kj)*cos(kz(nj,kj)*

(z-zsum(nj-1)))-Kz(nj,kj)*

BC(1,1,nj-1,kj)*sin(kz(nj,kj)*

(z-zsum(nj-1))))*e“(i*(kx*x+ky*y))*

e“(-(((kx-kx0)“2+(ky-ky0)“2)*W“2)/2)

+ Exsum;

end

end

Hy(zj,xj) = Hysum;

Ex(zj,xj) = Exsum;

Ez(zj,xj) = Ezsum;

E(zj,xj) = sqrt(conj(Ex(zj,xj)).*

Ex(zj,xj) + conj(Ez(zj,xj)).*Ez(zj,xj));

end

end

for z = zsum(epsc-l):dz:zmax
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end

x

2

xi

23

end

zj = zj + 1;

k] = O;

Hysum = O;

Exsum = O;

Ezsum = O;

for kx = -k1:2*pi/L:k1

for ky = -sqrt((k1)‘2-(kx)“2):2*pi/L:

sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2)

kj=kj+1;

Hysum = tp(kj)*e“(j*(kx*x+ky*y+

kz(epsc,kj)*(z-zsum(epsc))))*

e“(-(((kx-kx0)“2+(ky-ky0)“2)*W“2)/2)

+ Hysum;

Exsum = (kz(epsc,kj)/sqrt((kx)“2+

(kz(epsc,kj))“2))*(Kz(epsc,kj)

/(omega*epsO))*tp(kj)*

e‘(j*(kx*x+ky*y+kz(epsc,kj)*

(z-zsum(epsc))))*e“(-(((kx-kx0)“2+

(ky-kyO)‘2)*W‘2)/2) + Exsum;

Ezsum = (-kx/sqrt((kx)‘2+

(kz(epsc,kj))“2))*

(kx/(omega*eps(epsc)*epsO))*

tp(kj)*e‘(j*(kx*x+ky*y+

kz(epsc,kj)*(z-zsum(epsc))))*

e“(-(((kx-kx0)“2+(ky-ky0)“2)*

W“2)/2) + Ezsum;

end

end

Hy(zj,xj) = Hysum;

Ex(zj,xj) = Exsum;

Ez(zj,xj) = Ezsum;

E(zj,xj) = sqrt(conj(Ex(zj,xj)).*

Ex(zj,xj) + conj(Ez(zj,xj)).*Ez(zj,xj));

10“6*xmin:10‘6*dx:10“6*xmax;

10“6*zmin:10‘6*dz:10“6*zmax;

1:1:(xmax-xmin)/dx+1;

1:1:(zmax-zmin)/dz+1;

figure(1)

pcolor(x,z,real(Hy(zj,xj))/HO)

shading interp

tit1e(’Hy’)
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colorbar

colormap gray

x1abe1(’x (\mufm})’)

ylabel(’z (\mufml)’)

figure(2)

pcolor(x,z,real(Ex(zj,xj))/EO)

title(’Ex’)

shading interp

colorbar

colormap gray

x1abel(’x (\mufm1)’)

ylabel(’z (\mufml)’)

figure(3)

pcolor(x,z,real(Ez(zj,xj))/EO)

shading interp

tit1e(’Ez’)

colorbar

colormap gray

x1abel(’x (\mufml)’)

ylabel(’z (\mufml)’)

figure(4)

pcolor(x,z,real(E(zj,xj))/E0)

shading interp

title(’Etot’)

colorbar

colormap gray

x1abel(’x (\mufm})’)

ylabel(’z (\mu{m})’)

 
A.4 TM Polarization Rigorous Coupled-Wave Anal-

ysis

clear all

close all

format long
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ZDefine system physical constants

order = 0;

nhmax = 50;

lambdaO = 1e-6;

k0 = 2*pi/1ambda0;

c = 2.997e8;

omega = c*k0;

epsO = 8.85e-12;

muO = 1.25e-7;

theta = 50;

n1 = 2;

eps1 = n1“2;

n2 = 1;

eps2 = n2‘2;

ff = 0.5;

d = 1e-6;

T1 = 1e-6;

K = 2*pi/T1;

kx = k0*n1*sin(pi*theta/180);

klz = k0*n1*cos(pi*theta/180);

e = exp(1);

ZField visualization parameters

xmin = T1;

xmax = 6*Tl;

nx = 100;

dx = (xmax-xmin)/nx;

2min = -2*T1;

3*Tl;

nz = nx;

dz = (zmax-zmin)/nz;

E l‘.
’

for NH = abs(order)+1:1:nhmax;

ijmax = floor((NH-1)/2);

nn = 2*ijmax+1;

ZSetup calculation matrices

delta = zeros(nn,1);

k1_zi zeros(nn,1);

k2_zi zeros(nn,1);

Identity = speye(nn); ZSparse identity matrix

ZCalculations

ij_prime = -ijmax:ijmax;

ij2_prime = -2*ijmax:2*ijmax;
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ij = ij_prime’;

ij2 = ij2_prime’;

delta(ijmax+1,1) = 1;

k_xi = kx-ij*K;

K_xi spdiags(k_xi,0,nn,nn)./k0;

a1 = find(k_xi.“2<(k0*n1)‘2);

bl = find(k_xi.“2>(k0*n1)“2);

k1_zi(a1) = k0*sqrt(epsl - (k_xi(a1)./k0).‘2);

k1_zi(b1) = -j*k0*sqrt((k_xi(b1)./kO).“2 - eps1);

Z_I = spdiags(k1_zi,0,nn,nn)./(k0*epsl);

a2 find(k_xi.“2<(k0*n2)‘2);

b2 find(k_xi.“2>(k0*n2)“2);

k2_zi(a2) = k0*sqrt(eps2 - (k_xi(a2)./k0).‘2);

k2_zi(b2) = -j*k0*sqrt((k,xi(b2)./k0).‘2 - eps2);

Z_II = spdiags(k2_zi,0,nn,nn)./(k0*eps2);

ZCalculate and create Fourier coefficients for Eps matrix

epscoef(ij2+nn) = (j./(2*pi.*ij2)).*

(epsI.*(e“(j*pi.*ij2.*ff)-e‘(-j*pi.*ij2))+

eps2.*(e“(-j*pi.*ij2.*ff)-e“(j*pi.*ij2.*ff))+

epsl.*(e‘(-j*pi.*ij2)-e‘(-j*pi.*ij2.*ff)));

epsbar(ij2+nn) = (j./(2*pi.*ij2)).*

((1/eps1).*(e“(j*pi.*ij2.*ff)-e‘(-j*pi.*ij2))+

(1/eps2).*(e‘(-j*pi.*ij2.*ff)-e“(j*pi.*ij2.*ff))+

(1/eps1).*(e“(-j*pi.*ij2)-e“(-j*pi.*ij2.*ff)));

epscoef(nn) = epsl + (eps2-epsl)*ff;

epsbar(nn) = 1/eps1 + (1/eps2-1/epsl)*ff;

for aj = 1:1:nn

for bj = 1:1:nn

E(bj,aj) = epscoef(nn+aj-bj);

Ebar(bj,aj) = epsbar(nn+aj-bj);

end

end

B = Identity-K_xi*E\K_xi;

C = Ebar\B;

if ijmax ==

W = 1;

Q = C;

else

[W,Ql = eig(C);

end

q = sqrt(diag(Q));

Q = spdiags(q,0,nn,nn);

V = B\W*Q;

X = spdiags(e“(-k0*q*d),O,nn,nn);
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end

M = [[j*Z_I*W+V ,(j*Z_I*W-V)*X];

[(-j*Z_II*W+V)*X, -j*Z_II*W-Vl];

b = [j*full(Z_I*delta+delta.*cosd(theta)/n1);zeros(nn,1)];

c = M\b;

Cplus = C(lznn);

cminus = c(nn+1:2*nn);

r = W*cplus + W*X*cminus - delta;

t = (n1/n2)*(W*X*cplus + W*cminus);

R = conj(r).*r;

T = conj(t).*t;

DEr = R.*real(k1_zi./k1z);

DEt = T.*rea1(k2_zi./klz);

DEstr = num2str([NH DEr(ijmax+1+order)

DEt(ijmax+1+order) sum(DEr)+sum(DEt)1;

figure(1)

plot(NH,DEr(ijmax+1+order),’.’,NH,

DEt(ijmax+1+order),’+’)

axis([1 nhmax O 11)

title(sprintf(DEstr))

xlabel(’Inteations’)

ylabel(’DE(O)’)

hold on

hold off

ZLoop over visualization grid

xj =

for

0;

x = xminzdxzxmax

xj = xj + 1

zj = O;

for z = zminzdzzzmax

zj = zj + 1;

ZCalculate magnetic fields within eps1 (z < 0) region

if (z < 0)

Hysum = zeros(nn,1);

Exsum = zeros(nn,1);

Ezsum = zeros(nn,1);

for nj = 1:1:nn

Hysum(nj) = r(nj)*e‘(-j*(k_xi(nj)*x-

k0*Z_I(nj,nj)*z));

Exsum(nj) = (Z_I(nj,nj)/(omega*epsO*epsl))*

r(nj)*e“(-j*(k_xi(nj)*x-k0*Z_I(nj,nj)*z));

Ezsuanj) = (k_xi(nj)/(omega*eps0))*r(nj)*

e“(-j*(k_xi(nj)*x-kO*Z_I(nj,nj)*z));

end
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Hy(zj,xj) = e“(j*(kx*x+klz*z)) -

sum(Hysum);

Ex(zj,xj) = (klz/(omega*epsO*eps1))*

e“(j*(kx*x+klz*z)) + sum(Exsum);

Ez(zj,xj) = (kx/(omega*epsO))*

e“(j*(kx*x+klz*z)) + sum(Ezsum);

E0 = sqrt(conj((klz/(omega*eps0*eps1))).*

(klz/(omega*eps0*eps1)) +

conj((kx/(Omega*ep30))).*(kx/(omega*epsO)));

ZCalculate magnetic fields within grating region

elseif (2 >= 0 && 2 <= d)

Hysum = zeros(nn,1);

Exsum = Hysum;

Ezsum = Hysum;

for nj = 1:1:nn

insum = zeros(nn,1);

Syisum = zeros(nn,1);

for mj 1:1:nn

insum(mj) = W(nj,mj)*(cplus(mj)*

e“(-k0*q(mj)*z)+cminus(mj)*

e‘(k0*q(mj)*(z-d)));

Syisum(mj) = V(nj,mj)*(-cplus(mj)*

e“(-k0*q(mj)*z)+cminus(mj)*

e“(k0*q(mj)*(z-d)));

end

in(nj)

Syi(nj)

sum(insum);

sum(Syisum);

Hysum(nj) in(nj)*e“(j*k_xi(nj)*x);

Exsum(nj) j*sqrt(mu0/eps0)*Syi(nj)*

e‘(j*k_xi(nj)*x);

Ezsum(nj) = (k_xi(nj)/(omega*epsO))*

in(nj)*e“(j*k_xi(nj)*x);

end

Hy(zj ,xj) = sum(Hysum);

Ex(zj,xj) = sum(Exsum);

Ez(zj,xj) sum(Ezsum);

ZCalculate magnetic fields within eps2 (z > d) region

else

Hysum zeros(nn,1);

Exsum Hysum;

Ezsum = Hysum;

for nj = 1:1:nn

if imag(eps2) == 0

Hysum(nj) = t(nj)*e‘(-j*(k_xi(nj)*x+

k0*Z_II(nj,nj)*(z-d)));
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Exsum(nj) = (Z_II(nj,nj)*kO/(Omega*epsO))*

t(nj)*e“(-j*(k_xi(nj)*x+

kO*Z_II(nj,nj)*(z-d)));

Ezsuanj) = (k_xi(nj)/(omega*epsO))*

t(nj)*e“(—j*(k_xi(nj)*x+

kO*Z_II(nj,nj)*(z-d)));

else

Hysum(nj) = t(nj)*e‘(j*(k_xi(nj)*x+

kO*Z_II(nj,nj)*(z-d)));

Exsum(nj) = (Z_IIan,nj)*kO/(omega*ep30))*

t(nj)*e“(j*(k_xi(nj)*x+

kO*Z_II(nj,nj)*(z-d)));

Ezsuanj) = (k_xi(nj)/

(omega*epsO))*t(nj)*

e“(j*(k_xi(nj)*x+k0*Z_II(nj,nj)*(z-d)));

end

end

Hy(zj,xj) = sum(Hysum);

Ex(zj,xj) sum(Exsum);

Ez(zj,xj) sum(Ezsum);

end

end

end

x = 10“6*xmin:10‘6*dx:10“6*xmax;

xj = 1:1:nx+1;

z = 10“6*zmin:10“6*dz:10“6*zmax;

zj = 1:1:nz+1;

figure(2)

pcolor(x,z,real(Hy(zj,xj)))

colorbar

colormap gray

shading interp

x1abel(’x (\mu m)’)

xlabe1(’z (\mu m)’)

figureCB)

pcolor(x,z,real(Ex(zj,xj))/EO)

colorbar

colormap gray

shading interp

xlabe1(’x (\mu{m})’)

ylabel(’z (\mufm})’)
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figure(4)

pcolor(x,z,rea1(Ez(zj,xj))/EO)

colorbar

colormap gray

shading interp

xlabel(’x (\mu{m})’)

ylabel(’z (\mufml)’)

A.5 TM Polarization Rigorous Coupled-Wave Anal-

ysis with Gaussian Weighted Sum of Plane Waves

clear all

close all

format long

ZDefine system physical constants

order = 0;

lambdaO = 632.8e-9;

k0 = 2*pi/lambda0;

c = 2.997*10‘8;

omega = c*k0;

theta = 45;

phi = 0;

epsO = 8.85e-12;

n1 = 2;

eps1 = n1“2,

n2 = 1;

eps2 = n2“2,

ff = 0.5;

d = 1e-6;

T1 = 1e-6;

Kl = 2*pi/T1;

L = 9.15*1ambda0; ZEffective size of gaussian incidence

Hg = L/16; ZGaussian beam width

k1 = k0*n1;

k2 = k0*n2;

kxO = k1*cos(pi*phi/180)*sin(pi*theta/180);

kyO = k1*sin(pi*phi/180)*sin(pi*theta/180);

kzO = k1*cos(pi*theta/180);

e = exp(1);
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ZField visualization parameters

xmin = -L/2;

xmax = L/2;

nx = 50;

dx = (xmax-xmin)/nx;

zmin = -L/2;

zmax = L/2;

nz = nx;

dz = (zmax-zmin)/nz;

NH = ceil(k1*L/pi);

ijmax = floor((NH-1)/2);

nn = 2*ijmax+1

ij_prime = -ijmax:ijmax;

ij2_prime = -2*ijmax:2*ijmax;

ij = ij_prime’;

ij2 = ij2_prime’;

ZCalculate and create Fourier coefficients for Eps matrix

epscoef(ij2+nn) = (j./(2*pi.*ij2)).*

(epsl.*(e“(j*pi.*ij2.*ff)-e“(-j*pi.*ij2))+

eps2.*(e“(-j*pi.*ij2.*ff)-e“(j*pi.*ij2.*ff))+

eps1.*(e“(-j*pi.*ij2)-e“(-j*pi.*ij2.*ff)));

epsbar(ij2+nn) = (j./(2*pi.*ij2)).*((1/epsl).*

(e‘(j*pi.*ij2.*ff)-e‘(-j*pi.*ij2))+

(1/eps2).*(e“(-j*pi.*ij2.*ff)-e‘(j*pi.*ij2.*ff))+

(1/eps1).*(e“(-j*pi.*ij2)-e‘(-j*pi.*ij2.*ff)));

epscoef(nn) - epsl + (eps2-epsl)*ff;

epsbar(nn) = 1/epsl + (1/eps2-1/eps1)*ff;

for aj = 1:1:nn

for bj = 1:1:nn

E(bj,aj) = epscoef(nn+aj-bj);

Ebar(bj,aj) = epsbar(nn+aj-bj);

end

end

disp(’Ca1culating RCWA ...’)

kj = 0;

for kx = -k1:2*pi/L:k1

for ky = -sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2):2*pi/L:sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2)

kj = kj + 1;

kzl(kj) sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2-(ky)“2);

Kz1(kj) kzl(kj)/epsl;
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%

kz2(kj)

Kz2(kj)

sqrt((k2)“2-(kx)“2-(ky)“2)3

kz2(kj)/eps2;

ZSetup calculation matrices

delta = zeros(nn,1);

k_xikj = zeros(nn,1);

k1_zikj = zeros(nn,1);

k2_zikj = zeros(nn,1);

Identity = speye(nn); ZSparse identity matrix

ZCalculations

delta(ijmax+1,1) = 1;

k_xikj = kx-ij*Kl;

K_xi = spdiags(k_xikj,0,nn,nn)./k0;

a1 find((k_xikj.“2+ky“2)<(k0*n1)“2);

a2 find((k_xikj.‘2+ky“2)>(k0*n1)“2);

k1_zikj(a1) = k0*sqrt(epsl - (k_xikj(a1)./k0).“2);

k1_zikj(a2) = -j*k0*sqrt((k_xikj(a2)./k0).‘2 - epsl);

Z_I = spdiags(k1_zikj,0,nn,nn)./(k0*epsl);

a3 find((k_xikj.‘2+ky“2)<(k0*n2)“2);

a4 find((k xikj.“2+ky“2)>(k0*n2)“2);

k2_zikj(a3) k0*sqrt(eps2 - (k_xikj(a3)./k0).‘2);

k2_zikj(a4) -j*k0*sqrt((k_xikj(a4)./kO).‘2 - eps2);

Z_II = spdiags(k2_zikj,0,nn,nn)./(k0*eps2);

C
D

= K_xi*E\K_xi-SPEYE_NH;

B Identity-K_xi*inv(E)*K_xi;

C Ebar\B;

if ijmax ==

ij = 1;

Q = ;

else

[ij.Ql = eig(C);

end

qkj sqrt(diag(Q));

ij spdiags(qkj,0,nn,nn);

ij E\ij*0kj;

X = spdiagsCe“(-k0*qkj*d),0,nn,nn);

M = [[j*Z_I*ij+ij ,(j*Z_I*ij-ij)*Xl;

[(-j*Z_II*ij+ij)*X, -j*Z_II*ij-ijll;

b = [j*full(Z_I*delta+de1ta.*cosdftheta)/n1);

zeros(nn,1)l;

c = M\b;

cplus = c(1:nn);

cminus = c(nn+1:2*nn);
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I

t

ij*cplus + ij*X*cminus - delta;

(n1/n2)*(ij*X*cp1us + ij*cminus);

t0 = ij*X*cplus + ij*cminus;

R = conj(r).*r;

T = conj(t).*t;

DEr = R.*rea1(k1_zikj./kzO);

DEt = T.*real(k2_zikj./kzO);

for aj = 1:nn

k_xi(aj,kj) = k_xikj(aj);

k1_zi(aj,kj) = k1_zikj(aj);

k2_zi(aj,kj) = k2_zikj(aj);

q(aj,kj) = qkj(aj);

cp(aj,kj) = cplus(aj);

cm(aj,kj) = cminus(aj);

rp(aj,kj) = r(aj);

tp(aj,kj) = t(aj);

tp0(aj,kj) = t0(aj);

for bj = 1:nn

W(bj,aj,kj) = ij(bj,aj);

V(bj ,aj,kj) = ij (bj ,aj);

end

end

end

end

disp(’RCWA Calculations ... donel’)

XLoop over visualization grid

for x = xminzdxzxmax

xj = 0;

y = 0;

Xi = Xi

zj = 0;

+1

ZCalculate fields within epsl (z < 0) region

for z = zminzdzzzmax

if (2 <= 0)

zj = zj 1;

Hysum =

Exsum =

Ezsum

H0 = 0;

E0 = O;

H0r = 0;

EOr = O;

kj = 0;

3

I

C
O
O
-
t
-

I
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for kx = -k1:2*pi/L:k1

for ky = -sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2):2*pi/L:

sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)‘2)

kj = kj + 1;

Hyrsum = 0;

Exrsum = O;

Ezrsum = 0;

for nj = 1:nn

Hyrsum = -rp(nj ,kj)*

e“(j*(-k_xi(nj,kj)*x+k1_zi(nj,kj)*z))

*e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)-kx0)“2+

(ky-kyO)‘2)*Wg“2)/2)*e“(j*ky*y)

+ Hyrsum;

Exrsum = (k1_zi(nj,kj)/

sqrt((k_xi(nj,kj))“2+

(k1_zi(nj,kj))“2))*

(k1_zi(nj,kj)/(omega*eps0*epsl))*

rp(nj,kj)*e‘(j*(k_xi(nj,kj)*x+

k1_zi(nj,kj)*z))*

e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)-kx0)“2+

(ky-kyO)“2)*Wg‘2)/2)*e“(j*ky*y)

+ Exrsum;

Ezrsum = (-k_xi(nj,kj)/

sqrt((k_xi(nj,kj))“2+

(k1_zi(nj,kj))“2))*

(k_xi(nj,kj)/(omega*epsO*eps1))*

rp(nj,kj)*

e‘(j*(k_xi(nj,kj)*x+

k1_zi(nj,kj)*z))*

e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)-kx0)“2+

(ky-kyO)“2)*Wg“2)/2)*

e“(j*ky*y) + Ezrsum;

HOr = e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)-kx0)‘2+

(ky-kyO)“2)

*Wg“2)/2) + HOr;

EOr = sqrt(conj((k1_zi(nj,kj)/

sqrt((k_xi(nj,kj))‘2+

(k1_zi(nj,kj))‘2))*

(k1_zi(nj,kj)/

(omega*epsO*epsl))).*

(k1_zi(nj,kj)/

sqrt((k_xi(nj,kj))‘2+

(k1_zi(nj,kj))“2))*

(k1_zi(nj,kj)/

(omega*epsO*epsl)) +
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conj((k_xi(nj,kj)/

sqrt((k_xi(nj,kj))“2+

(k1_zi(nj,kj))“2))*

(k_xi(nj,kj)/

(omega*epsO*epsl))).*

(k_xi(nj,kj)/

sqrt((k_xi(nj,kj))‘2+

(k1_zi(nj,kj))‘2))*

(k_xi(nj,kj)/

(omega*eps0*epsl)))*

e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)-kx0)‘2

+(ky-ky0)“2)*Wg“2)/2) + EOr;

end

Hysum = e“(j*(kx*x+k21(kj)*z))*

e“(-(((kx-kx0)“2+

(ky-kyO)“2)*Wg“2)/2)

+Hysum+Hyrsum/H0r;

Exsum = (-k21(kj)/sqrt((kx)‘2+

(kz1(kj))“2))

*(kzl(kj)/(omega*epsO*epsl))

*e“(j*(kx*x+kzl(kj)*z))*

e“(‘(((kx-kXO)‘2+(ky-ky0)“2)*

Wg“2)/2)+Exsum+Exrsum/E0r;

Ezsum = (kx/sqrt((kx)‘2+

(kz1(kj))“2))

*(kx/(omega*epsO*epsl))*

e“(j*(kx*x+kzl(kj)*z))*

e“(-(((kx-kx0)“2+(ky-ky0)“2)*

Wg“2)/2)

+Ezsum+Ezrsum/E0r;

HO = e“(-(((kx-kx0)“2+(ky-ky0)‘2)*

Wg“2)/2)

+ H0;

E0 = sqrt(conj((kzl(kj)/

sqrt((kx)“2+(k21(kj))“2))*

(kzl(kj)/(omega*epsO*epsl))).*

(k21(kj)/sqrt((kx)‘2+

(kzl(kj))“2))*

(kzl(kj)/(omega*epsO*epsl)) +

conj((kx/sqrt((kx)“2+

(k21(kj)) “2) )*

(Rx/(omega*eps0*eps1)))

.*(kx/sqrt((kx)“2+

(kzl(kj))“2))*

(kx/(omega*epsO*epsl)))*
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e“(-(((kx-kx0)“2+(ky-ky0)“2)*

Wg“2)/2)+E0;

end

end

Hy(zj,xj) = Hysum/HO;

Ex(zj,xj) = Exsum/EO;

Ez(zj,xj) = Ezsum/E0;

elseif (z > O && z < d)

zj = zj + 1,

kj = O;

Hygsum = O;

Exgsum = 0;

Ezgsum = 0;

for kx = -k1:2*pi/L:k1

for ky = -sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2):2*pi/L:

sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2)

k3 = kj + 1;

for nj = 1:nn

end

end

end

Hy(zj,xj) =

Ex(zj,xj)

EZCZj,xj)

insum = 0;

Syisum = O;

for mj = 1:nn

insum = W(nj,mj,kj)*(cp(mj,kj)*

e“(-k0*q(mj,kj)*z)+cm(mj,kj)*

e‘(k0*q(mj,kj)*(z-d)))+insum;

Syisum = V(nj,mj,kj)*(-cp(mj,kj)*

e‘(-k0*q(mj,kj)*z)+cm(mj,kj)*

e‘(k0*q(mj,kj)*(z-d)))+Syisum;

end

in(nj) = insum;

Syi(nj) = Syisum;

Hygsum = in(nj)*e‘(-j*k_xi(nj,kj)*x)*

e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)-kx0)‘2+

(ky-kyO)‘2)*Wg“2)/2) + Hygsum;

Exgsum = Syi(nj)*e“(-j*k_xi(nj,kj)*x)*

e“(-(((k-xi(nj,kj)-kx0)“2+

(ky-kyO)‘2)*Wg‘2)/2) + Exgsum;

Ezgsum = (k_xi(nj,kj)/k1)*in(nj)*

e“(-j*k_xi(nj,kj)*x)*e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)

-kx0)‘2+(ky-ky0)“2)*Wg“2)/2) + Ezgsum;

Hygsum/HOr;

Exgsum/EOr;

Ezgsum/EOr;
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elseif (2 >= d)

zj = zj + 1;

Hytsum = O;

Extsum O;

Eztsum O;

kj=0;

for kx = -k1:2*pi/L:k1

for ky = -sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)‘2):2*pi/L:

sqrt((k1)“2-(kx)“2)

kj=kj+1;

for nj = 1:nn

Hytsum = tp(nj,kj)*e‘(j*(-k_xi(nj,kj)*

x-k2_zi(nj,kj)*z))

*e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)-kx0)“2+(ky-\\ky0)“2)*

Wg“2)/2)

*e“(j*ky*y) + Hytsum;

Extsum = (k2_zi(nj,kj)/

sqrt((k_xi(nj,kj))“2+(k2_zi(nj,kj))“2))*

(k2_zi(nj,kj)/(omega*eps0*epsl))

*tp(nj,kj)*e“(j*(-k_xi(nj,kj)*

x-k2_zi(nj,kj)*z))*

e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)-kx0)‘2

+(ky-ky0)‘2)*Wg“2)/2)*e‘(j*ky*y) +

Extsum;

Eztsum = (-k_xi(nj,kj)/

sqrt((k_xi(nj,kj))“2+(k2_zi(nj,kj))“2))*

(k_xi(nj,kj)/(omega*eps0*eps1))*tp(nj,kj)*

e“(j*(-k_xi(nj,kj)*x-k2_zi(nj,kj)*z))*

e“(-(((k_xi(nj,kj)-kx0)“2+

(ky-kyo)“2)*Wg“2)/2)*e“(j*ky*y) + Eztsum;

end

end

end

Hy(zj,xj) = Hytsum/HOr;

Eszj,xj) = Extsum/EOr;

Ez(zj,xj) = Eztsum/EDI;

end

Etot(zj,xj) = sqrt(conj(Ex(zj,xj))*Ex(zj,xj)+

conj(Ez(zj,xj))*Ez(zj.Xj));

end

end

x = 10“6*xmin:10“6*dx:10“6*xmax;

xj = 1:1:nx+1;

z = 10“6*zmin:10‘6*dz:10“6*zmax;
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zj = 1:1:nz+1;

figure(l)

pcolor(x,z,rea1(Hy(zj,xj)))

colorbar

colormap gray

shading interp

xlabe1(’x (\mufmI)’)

zlabel(’z (\mufml)’)

figure(2)

pcolor(x,z,real(Ex(zj,xj)))

colorbar

colormap gray

shading interp

x1abe1(’x (\mufm})’)

zlabel(’z (\mufm})’)

figure(3)

pcolor(x,z,real(Ez(zj,xj)))

colorbar

colormap gray

shading interp

xlabel(’x (\mufml)’)

zlabe1(’z (\mufm})’)

figure(4)

pcolor(x,z,Etot(zj,xj))

colorbar

colormap gray

shading interp

xlabel(’x (\mufm})’)

zlabel(’z (\mu{m})’)
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